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THE PROVISION OF TEACHING ON THE 
VIOLS AT SOME ENGLISH CATHEDRAL 

CHURCHES, c. 1594-c.1645:  
ARCHIVAL EVIDENCE 

IAN PAYNE 

This paper is intended to supplement an earlier article outlining the 
archival evidence for a viol-playing tradition at Trinity College, Cambridge, 
c.1594-c.1615.1 Like its predecessor, it is based on doctoral research among 
the administrative archives of selected institutions (of which only Ely, 
Lincoln, and Peterborough Cathedrals and York Minster are relevant to the 
present paper)2 and is concerned with the evidence for the provision of 
viols by the authorities. Generally, surviving cathedral archives become 
more continuous, detailed and informative after c.1600, and the amount 
and quality of musical detail contained in them faithfully reflects this trend. 
While the higher quality of the sources themselves might be felt, at first 
sight, to give a disproportionate picture of the strength of post-1600 
musical developments as against that arising from late sixteenth-century 
sources, there is little reason to doubt the impression given by the extant 
records - namely, that the provision of viols by such authorities was not 
usually undertaken earlier than the mid 1590s.3 It goes without saying that 
the results of such a study as this, based on a small selection of institutions, 
should be regarded as illustrative rather than exhaustive, though its 
conclusions broadly agree with known musical trends at other cathedrals. 
There can be no doubt that the provision of viols, which increased in 
importance through the 1620s and 1630s, both originated and developed 
primarily as a valuable teaching aid. As such, it must be considered as a 

                                                           
1 Ian Payne: `Instrumental Music at Trinity College, Cambridge, c.1594-c.1615: Archival 

and Biographical Evidence', M & L, lxviii/2 (April, 1987), 128-40 
2 Exeter, Hereford and Norwich are included in my Ph.D. dissertation, entitled `The 

Provision and Practice of Music at Cambridge Colleges and Selected Cathedrals, c.1547-
c.1646: a Comparative Study of the Archival Evidence' (University of Cambridge, 
forthcoming). At Exeter, instrumental music is so richly documented that it is dealt with 
separately in `Instrumental Music at Exeter Cathedral, c.1547-1645: Archival and Musical 
Evidence' (forthcoming). Evidence for viols at Norwich is negligible, and non-existent for 
Hereford. In quotations from manuscript sources, standard scribal abbreviations have been 
expanded without comment, square brackets being used only in cases of ambiguity or doubt. 
I am grateful to Dr Roger Bowers both for reading the typescript, and for numerous helpful 
comments. 

3 This undoubtedly forms part of the wider expansion of musical resources that began in 
the 1580s and 1590s. For an example of this, see Ian Payne: `The Musical Establishment at 
Trinity College, Cambridge, 1546-1644', Proceedings o f  the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, 
lxxiv (1985), 54-69 (pp. 60-63). For a brief note on the use of cathedral viols for recreational 
purposes in the early seventeenth century, see John Bennett: `John Oker/Okeover', Chelys, 
xvi (1988), 3-11 (p.8). 



natural extension of a long-established tradition of instrumental teaching 
which is recorded in many English cathedrals. 

Most cathedral authorities arranged for apt boys (usually, but not 
exclusively, choristers) to be taught to play instruments which, prior to the 
1590s, were largely of the stringed keyboard variety at the institutions 
studied.4 The underlying pre-Reformation motive was probably the supply 
of a number of able organ players who could be called upon to play the 
organs in services or deputize for the organist.5 After the Edwardine 
Reformation, however, there was an additional reason for such teaching: 
the abolition of elaborate polyphony and the reduction of the number of 
daily services from ten to three left choristers with less to occupy them, and 
teaching them to play on viols (probably in addition to keyboard 
instruments) was a profitable, educative and vocational way of filling their 
leisure time.6 Thus, in 1550, the Dean and Chapter of Exeter Cathedral 
                                                           

4 Here are some examples. As early as 29 March 1477, the master of the choristers at 
Lincoln (William Horwood) was directed to teach two or three suitable choristers to play the 
`clavycordes' (Lincoln Archives Office (LAO), D&C A/2/36, f. 96). A similar Lincoln patent 
of 1539 is quoted in John Stevens: Music and Poetry in the Early Tudor Court (Cambridge, 1979), 
304. The earliest Ely Cathedral letters patent to mention instrumental teaching is that of John 
Farrant (1567), who was appointed `ad docendum et instruendum Choristas in arte musica 
[sic], tam Cantando quam instrumenta musica[lia] excercendo', as also were those of his 
successors William Fox (1572) and George Barcroft (1583) (Cambridge University Library 
(CUL), Ely Dean and Chapter Records (EDC), 2/4/1, ff. 84, 102v, 138v, respectively.) 
Although viols are not specifically referred to in Farrant's contract, it may well be that a 
tradition of string playing (using privately owned instruments) was already established there by 
the 1560s since both of his immediate successors - -- Tye and White -- have left a substantial 
body of In nomines, fantasias, etc. which probably date from their time at Ely. White's 
compositions in particular are very much in the nature of teaching pieces. (I am grateful to an 
anonymous referee for this suggestion.) The Henrician statutes for Ely confirm that the master 
of the choristers was expected to teach the boys to play on the organ (`pueris docendis organis 
pulsandis suo tempore') (CUL EDC 1 E/2, f. 7v, c.25, `De Choristis et ipsorum Magistro') and 
a virtually identical statute exists also for Peterborough (CUL Peterborough MS 25, f. 19, `De 
Choristis & eorum Magistrc'). Probate records show that John Usher, a vicar choral of York 
Minster, owm:d a clavichord in 1526 (see `York Clergy Wills, 1520-1600: 1, Minster Clergy', ed. 
Claire Cross, Borthwick Texts and Calendars: Records o f  the Northern Province, x (York, 1984), 
7); and in 1537 Robert Dowffe (i.e. Dove', a vicar choral and organist and master of the 
choristers of Lincoln, bequeathed `a payr of vyrgynallys' to the succentor (LAO D&C Wills, 
11, f. 59v.) Virginals and organ were still being taught at Durham in May 1628 (quoted in Brian 
Crosby: Durham Cathedral Choristers and their Masters (Durham, 1980), 19, who has kindly 
communicated to me the date of the entry).. 

5 Thomas Butler, William Byrd's nominee for the post of organist and `choristarum 
ludimagister' at Lincoln, was admonished on 11 January 1595 for failing to instruct anyone at 
all in the art of organ playing, so that no-one was available to deputize for him. This entry 
confirms that a supply of suitable, players was essential (LAO D&C A/3/7, f. 121). 

6 This is concisely stated by the royal commissioners' injunctions delivered to the Dean 
and Chapter of Exeter Cathedral in October 1547. They require that `masters and 
governors...bestowe theyr children... even from theyr childhode, either to learnyng, or to 
some honest exercise, [or] occupation' so that they need not resort to begging or stealing for 
want of some suitable `craft... to lyve by' (Exeter Cathedral Archives (ECA) D&C 3674, p.5 
(Injunction no. 4)). Mulcaster's statement that 'Musick by the instrument' puts `Musicianes 
in minde, that they be no brawlers' is in a similar vein (quoted in Bruce Pattison: Music and 
Poetry of the English Renaissance, second edition (London, 1970), 10). See also I. Woodfield: 
The Early History of the Viol (Cambridge, 1984), 212-13. 



ordered the lay clerk incumbent of the newly-redefined post of informator 
choristarum to teach the boys to `playe upon Instrumentes' which, 
exceptionally at Exeter at this early date, certainly included viols.7 

[4] The early evidence for the use of viols in England is both vague and 
conflicting. They were probably introduced via the court in the 1520s, and 
had achieved great popularity there by the 1540s.8 But while viols occur in 
the extant pre-c.1580 probate records of town waits (who occasionally 
supplied unspecified instrumental music in ecclesiastical institutions), they do 
not figure in those of vicars choral and lay clerks of the study institutions 
before this date.9 This suggests that they were less common in ecclesiastical 
contexts before the 1580s than afterwards. Further, Dr Peter le Huray has 
pointed out to me that when, in 1561, Sir Thomas Hoby translated 
Castiglione's Il Cortegiano, he rendered `cantare alla viola' (`sing to the viol') as 
`sing to the lute', suggesting that the viol was less popular as an 
accompanying instrument (at least in Hoby's experience) than the lute.10 The 
records of Trinity College, Cambridge bear this out, since the lute was 
popular there in the 1580s, whereas viols are not mentioned before the mid 
1590s.11 They were, however, sufficiently well known in 1561 for Hoby to 
mention a `sette of Violes', secure in the knowledge that his readers would 

                                                           
7 ECA D&C 3674, p. 54 (Injunction no. 2): D&C 3552, f. 53v 
8 See, for example, Ian Woodfield: `Viol', The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians 

(London, 1980), xix, 798; Peter Holrnan: 'The English Royal Violin Consort in the Sixteenth 
Century', Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association, cix (1982-3), 39-59 (pp. 39-40). For a 
discussion of Woodfield's recent book, see below, p. 9 and note 54. 

9 Compare, for example, the probate inventory of Benet Pryme (1557) and those of later 
Cambridge lay clerks, quoted in Payne: `Instrumental Music at Trinity College', Appendix, 
139-40. The following are good illustrations of instrumental music supplied at York Minster 
(the pre-1600 example almost certainly refers to waits playing in the choir): 

Item: [paid] to thos[e] that played upon Sagbuttes & Cornittes, the 17th of November 
1590. 10s. 

(York Minster Archives (YMA),'D&C E2/21, f. 38v. This was the anniversary of 
Elizabeth I's accession, and thus an- occasion for pageantry.) 

Item: paid by appointment to the waites of Yorke for playing in the Quire, the 7[th] of 
June [1607]. 6s. 8d. 

(YMA D&C E3/62/1, (1 January 1607-1 January 1608). Throughout this article, the 
dates of all York fabric rolls are given in the New Style to avoid confusion.) 

Two further references will be found in YMA D&C E3/62/2 (1 January 1611-1 January 
1612); and E3/62/3 (1 January 1623-1 January 1624), when 23s. 4d. was paid `to the Wayts of 
Yorke for playinge in the quiet 5 Services this yeare'. At Lincoln, on 13 September 1637, the 
Chapter decreed `that the Waites o£.. Lincoln... shall receive... for the time beeing a yearly 
stipend of fower poundes for their service & paines in the Quiet... upon everie Sunday & 
holyday at morning and evening prayer' (LAO D&C A/3/9, f. 196v). Such agreements, very 
rare before the seventeenth century, became increasingly common (especially with organ 
blowers and menders) during the 1620s and 1630s. The increasing willingness of cathedral 
chapters to supplement their musical establishments by paying outsiders to provide 
instrumental music, of which this is a sign, is in itself evidence of the increasing importance of 
the role of cathedral music under the powerful influence of Arminianism which attained its 
high-water mark after c.1635. 

10 Baldesar Castiglione: II Libro del Cortegiano (Venice, 1528), sig. d8v; B. Castiglione: The 
Book of the Courtier, translated by Sir' Thomas Hoby (London, 1561) (`The Tudor 
Translations', xxiii, London, 1900, 118) 

11 See Payne: `Instrumental Music. at Trinity College', 130-31 and note 25 



understand him; and inventories printed by Walter Woodfill show that viols 
were more common in some country houses than in others in the early 
sixteenth century, indicating that personal choice was exercised in the 
selection of domestic instruments and that viols may not have been 
purchased by some households even though they were available.12 These 
contradictory views, like the difference between the dates of viol acquisition 
at Exeter (1550) and elsewhere (post-1590), suggest that there was much local 
variation in such matters. 

Let us now consider what the various cathedral archives have to tell us 
about the provision of viols. Lincoln had acquired a consort by Michaelmas 
1595, when a payment of 17s. to Robert Butler, `pedagogo chorustarum, pro 
chordis & aliis necessariis pro violis', is recorded.13 This was less than one 
year after the elder John Hilton had left Lincoln to become organist at Trinity 
College, Cambridge: as he was so active in establishing a college consort he 
would himself presumably have been able to play.14 The last preceding 
account (1590/1) does not mention viols; but the cathedral could well have 
introduced them for Hilton or Butler to teach in 1591/2, or 1592/3 or 
1593/4, for which years no Custus cerae accounts have survived. It is equally 
possible that privately-owned instruments were used for teaching purposes 
prior to 1594/5. Once established, however, the consort is referred to 
regularly in the early seventeenth-century accounts, a fixed sum of 13s. 4d. 
(6s. 8d. for strings and 6s. 8d. for unspecified repairs) being included in the 
master of the choristers' annual allowance for paper and ink used in teaching 
the choristers. In fact, the next reference to viols illustrates this custom: on 
20 September 1597, Thomas Butler (the organist and master of the 
choristers) was reimbursed 20s. 10d. at the audit `pro papiro, Cordis 
Violar[um] & aliis'.15 There are no references to viols in the account for 

                                                           
12 Musicians in English Society from Elizabeth to Charles I (Princeton, 1953), Appendix B, 252-

79. (Compare especially the accounts of the Chaloner, Manners, Sidney and Willoughby 
families.) 

13 LAO D&C Bj 3/8, f. 321v. Robert Butler, like John Hilton before him, was clearly 
acting as Thomas Butler's assistant or deputy. Indeed, Robert Butler's title (pedagogue 
cborustarum) suggests a formal division of duties. Thomas Butler, who had held both offices 
since December 1572, was frequently admonished for his negligence in teaching the 
choristers (see LAO D&C A/3/8, f. 64v (20 September 1580); A/3/7, f. 104v (9 November 
1584); and Ibid., f. 128 (9 January 1595)) and competent assistance may therefore have been 
essential. Both Hilton and Robert Butler were (in pre-Reformation terms) clerks of the 
second form (called `poor clerks' at Lincoln) and ex-choristers (see LAO D&C A/3/8, f. 63 
(23 January 1580) and f. 111 (1 December 1587) for their respective appointments). These 
offices were, by the 1580s, being used both to employ expectant vicars choral waiting for a 
vacancy, and to provide additional salary for vicars already in post. Of these two men, only 
Robert Butler was subsequently admitted a vicar choral, however (on 20 September 1590: see 
LAO D&C A/3/7, f. 117); and the use of poor clerks (who had no statutory musical duties) as 
musical assistants to the master of the choristers has interesting parallels with the recorded 
musical activities of their counterparts (called 'secondaries') at Exeter Cathedral (see Payne: 
`Instrumental Music at Exeter Cathedral', forthcoming). 

14 See Payne: `Instrumental Music at Trinity College', 130-31; Payne: `Musical 
Establishment at Trinity College', 61 

15 LAO D& C Bj 5/12/38, (1596/7), unfoliated. If this entry is compared with the 
corresponding one relating to 1590/1, for example, the additional viol allowance paid after 



1599/1600 (when the new probationary organist and master of the choristers, 
Thomas Kingston, purchased only paper and ink); but on 20 September 1602 
he received 21s. 6d. `pro papiro & reparacione violarum'.16 Thereafter, and 
especially in the first decade of the [5] seventeenth century, the maintenance 
of the consort is well documented in the Dean and Chapter's accounts: 

 
1603/04 [September 1604]17 

Et solut' magistro choristarum [Thome Kingston] pro chordis 
violarum emptis hoc Anno... 6s. 8d. 
Et solut' pro sex arcubus pro violis hoc Anno per magistrum 
choristarum emptis. 9s. 
 

1604/05 [September 1605]18 
[Et solut' Thome Kingston, magistro choristarum] pro reparacione 
violarum infra tempus huius compoti. 3s. 4d. 

 
1605/06 [September 1606]19 

Et solut' magistro choristarum [Thome Kingston] pro chordis 
violar[um], 6s. 8d., & pro reparacione violar[um], 6s. 8d., in toto.
 13s. 4d. 

 
1606/07 [21 September 1607]20 

[Et solut' Thome Kingston, magistro choristarum] pro chordis 
violarum & reparacione eorund[em]. 13s. 4d. 
 

1607/08 [September 1608]21 
Et solut' magistro choristarum [Thome Kingston] pro reparacione 
violarum, 6s. 8d.; pro chordis violarum, 6s. 8d.; pro arcubus violarum, 
6s. 8d [in toto]. 20s. 

 
1609/10 [September 1610]22 

Et solut' Thome Kyngstone magistro choristarum pro cor[d]is 
violarum, 6s. 8d; et pro sex arcubus pro violis suis, Anglice: 
bows for theire violls, 5s. [in toto]. 12s. 8d. 
 

Two conclusions may be drawn from these entries: first, although the annual 
allowance of 13s. 4d. for strings and repairs covered most anticipated costs, 
additional expenditure was sometimes incurred and extra funds were 
provided to cover it; secondly, the word `reparacione' does not necessarily 
imply that the instruments themselves were broken and patched up annually, 
                                                                                                                                                    
1594/5 will be obvious: Et sol[ut'] Johanni Hilton magistro choristarum pro pargameno, 
papiro & enchausto empt[is] et expendit[is] per ipsum hoc Anno, ut per billam. 10s. 6d. 

(LAO D&C Bj 3/8, (1590/1), f. 277, Custus cerae dam' panni dam' aliorum). This entry 
also confirms that Hilton was sharing the official duties of the master of the choristers. 

16 LAO D&C Bj 2/1, (1599/1600), unfoliated, Soluciones forinsece; Bj 2/2 (1601/02), 
unfoliated, Soluciones 

17 LAO D&C Bj 3/10, (1603/04), Custus cerae 
18 Ibid., (1604/05), Custus cerae 
19 LAO D&C Bj 3/9. (1605/06), f. 40, Custus cerae 
20 LAO D&C Bj 2/2, (1606/07), unfoliated 
21 LAO D&C Bj 3/9, (1607/08), f. 102, Custus cerae 
22 Ibid., (1609/10), f. 139, Custus cerae 



since in 1609/10 a set of replacement viol bows was apparently purchased 
from the repairs allowance. This peak of activity is exactly contemporary with 
the period between Kingston's appointment in September 1599 and his 
suspension from teaching the choristers in March 1611. 

In 1612/13, under a new master of the choristers (Thomas Stanley), the 
annual viol allowance was reduced to 10s. (5s. each for strings and repairs).23 
Given Kingston's troubles due to drink and his reputation for violent 
outbursts while teaching the choristers,24 it may not be too fanciful to 
suppose that the average life expectancy of a Lincoln viol increased 
considerably after he had been relieved of his teaching duties, since fewer 
replacement strings and bows were needed. There is, however, no reason to 
suppose that viol tuition was any less important in the 1610s, 1620s and 
1630s than it had been in the first decade of the century. The fact that the 
accounts for 1616/17, 1617/18, 1621/2, 1622/3 and 1623/4 do not mention 
them may, therefore, perhaps be explained as a temporary aberration, [6] 
since the entries recur in 16245 in identical common form and with no 
obvious loss of momentum:25 

Et solut' Radalpho Standishe [magistro choristarum] pro cordis 
violarum [blank, but almost certainly 5s.1 et pro reparacione eorundem 
violarum &c [blank, but almost certainly 5s.], in toto. 10s. 

In April 1616 the vicars choral complained that, `by means of hys 
negligence', Stanley had not `well and sufficiently towght' the choristers: 
perhaps this incompetence, which may have been due to youthful 
inexperience, also extended to his unwritten duty to teach them to play the 
viols, which would explain the absence of capitular payments for this duty 
in some years.26 Standish seems to have put the consort back on an even 
                                                           

23 Ibid., (1612/13), f. 174, Custus cerae 
24 Having held the office of organist and master of the choristers since September 1599, 

and having escaped notoriety during the first decade of the seventeenth century, Kingston's 
troubles came to a head on 30 March 1611 when the Dean objected to him that, among other 
misdemeanours, `he hath for many a longe tyme and often been negligent in the execution of 
the dutie... as well in teachinge the choristers and in unreasonable beatinge of them as in 
playinge upon the organs'. He was warned to `reforme himselfe... and hereafter to doe hys 
dutie... in teachinge and playinge on the organs and in moderate correction of the Choristers, 
and in the quiet carryedg of him selfe towardes all men. And that he shall not hereafter correct 
the Choristers in any place owte of the songe schole', on pain of deprivation (LAO D& C 
A/3/9, ff. 82-82v). On 12 September 1612 he was ordered to surrender his patent as master of 
the choristers, whereupon he would receive a patent as organist only, John Dye replacing him 
as master of the choristers. Kingston's salary was to be reduced to £10 per annum, provided 
`that he shall not at any tyme heareafter medle with teachinge of the Choristers' (Ibid., f. 89). 
Finally, on 27 September 1615, he was admonished for being `verye often drunke and that by 
meanes thereof he bathe by u.torderlye playinge on the organs putt the quiet owte of tune and 
disordered them'. Accordingly, he was expelled, and given a year to find a new job, his conduct 
being reviewed quarterly until then (Ibid., £ 112v). 

25 LAO D&C Bj 3/9, (1624/5), £ 210v, Custus cerae 
26 LAO D&C A/3/9, ff. 115v-116 (22 April). There is a suggestion from this and other 

charges against Stanley, and from his replies, that he was not able to maintain discipline. (See 
also Ibid., f. 139v (2 October 1619).) He was admitted a poor clerk on 27 September 1615 
(LAO D&C A/3/9, f. 113), having been a chorister by 1599 (Ibid., f. 7v (1 September), where 
his name is given as `Standley'). He was a junior vicar choral by August 1634 (LAO, `Calendar 
of Red Book, 1611-1693', £ 154, unpublished modern transcript shelved in the Search Room). 



keel by 16245, however, for he received the usual 10s. for its maintenance 
in 1625/6 and 1626/7,27 and this figure was also paid to his successors, 
Henry Mace (16334)28 and John„ Heardson (1634/5-1640/1),29 both of 
whom were styled junior (i.e. lay) vicars. 

The detailed Treasurer's accounts of Ely Cathedral which begin in 1604-
05, although less informative about the instruments themselves, testify to a 
singular commitment to viol teaching. Under the supervision of two 
successive organists and masters of the choristers, George Barcroft (1579-
1610) and John Amner (1610-41), various lay clerks were allegedly 
appointed, according to an eighteenth-century list (which is unfortunately 
too late to be of independent authority), as `other instructors in musick & 
on the viols occasionally'.30 Because of its late date, the list's implication that 
viols were being taught as early as 1580, when the first of the alleged 
`instructors' in this list (Edward Watson, one of the lay clerks) is stated to 
have begun these duties, is unreliable evidence. There is no reason to doubt 
that Watson was teaching instrumental music (which, as we have seen from 
the letters patent discussed above, was traditionally taught by the organist at 
Ely), but whether this included viols or not is an open question. It may be 
significant that Watson's contract (dated 11 December 1583) as lay clerk 
and teacher of the lay clerks and choristers `in instrumentis musicis 
pulsandis et infland[is]' implies the playing of keyboard and wind 
instruments rather than of bowed stringed instruments.31 What is certain, 
however, is that his successor (Thomas Wiborough, a lay clerk since 1584) 
was teaching apt boys to play on viols in 1604-05, the very year in which the 
list states that he commenced these teaching duties:32 

[Christmas 1604] 

                                                           
27 LAO D&C Bj 3/9, (1625/6), f. 241v; (1626/7), f. 272v 
28 LAO D&C Bj 3/10, (1633/4), unfoliated, Custus cerae 12 
29 Ibid., (1634/5; 1635/6; 1636/7; 1640/1), unfoliated, Custus cerae. It is interesting to note 

that viols are not specifically mentioned in John Heardson's will (dated 28 August 1661; proved 
13 January 1662), by which he bequeathed `all m < y > instruments of musicke and all my 
song-bookes a < nd > musicke-bookes' to his sons (LAO D&C Wills, X, 1661-3, f. 28) 

30 CUL Ely Cathedral Music MS 4 (copied twice on the front flyleaves). According to W.E. 
Dickson: A Catalogue of Ancient Cboral Services and Anthems Preserved... in the Cathedral 
Cburcb of Ely (Cambridge, 1861), 5, the lists were copied by Thomas Watkins, precentor, in 
c.1754. They are correct in outline, but some of the dates are not supported by the archives. 

31 The pre-1604/05 acounts are neither complete not detailed enough to prove that viols 
were not owned by the Cathedral before this date, although both the amount, and the degree 
of organization, of viol tuition there may suggest that this was a practice of longer standing, 
possibly even using privately owned instruments. This is, however, pure conjecture; and there 
is no evidence from Watson's will (dated 1 March 1587; proved 8 July) that he owned any 
viols: `I give to Thomas Jordan Chorister in Ely Church al[l] my books for the Citteren [sic], 
virginalls, bandora or lute/... I give to Thomas Battye my servante al[I] my books & scrawles 
[i.e. scrolls] of pricksonge' (CUL EDC 2/8, ff. 9-,9v). Watson's contract is in CUL EDC 2/4/1, 
f. 137. It seems likely that Peter le Huray's statement that viol lessons were provided at Ely 
`during the later years of the sixteenth century' derives from the list printed by Dickson (see 
note 30, above), for he acknowledges the lack of evidence that viols were ever used liturgically 
there (Music and the Reformation in England 1549-1660 (London, 1967; reprinted Cambridge, 
1978), 128). 

32 CUL EDC 3/1/2, (1604/05), ff. 7 and 8, respectively 



Item: [paid] to Thomas Wiborowe for teachinge the schollers on the 
vialls. 6s. 8d. 
[October 1605] 
Item: paid to Tho. Wiborowe for charges aboute the vialles, ut per 
billam. 17s. 10d. 

As at Lincoln, such payments soon became standard at Ely. Wiborough was 
allowed 6s. 8d. per quarter as his fee for this teaching (in addition to his lay 
clerk's stipend), plus 13s. 4d. annually for viol strings, although extra 
expenditure [7] was incurred from time to time:33 

1605/06 Item: [paid] to Tho. Wibowugh [sic] for strings for the violls, &   
mending of them, & for 2 new sticks, ut per billam. 17s. 

1606/07 Item: [paid] to Thos Wiborough for strings for the violls, & for 
a newe violl, ut per billam. 26s. 8d. 

Wiborough continued to receive his allowance virtually every financial year 
until that ending at Michaelmas 1635, when these duties reverted to another 
lay clerk, Robert Claxton,34 although Wiborough remained a lay clerk during 
the financial year 1635-36. In March 1637, Claxton was given the new style 
of `M[aste]r of the Violls' in respect of these duties when he was paid the 
quarterly viol-teaching allowance.35 This title was supernumerary, not 
statutory, and clearly indicates the importance attached to this aspect of 
musical training by the authorities. On 25 February 1639 he was reimbursed 
`for monies expended [8s. 6d.] for a newe violl for the Choristers Singing 
schoole, & for a Locke':36 the price of this instrument (less than 8s. 6d.), 
being considerably lower than that paid by Wiborough (13s. 4d.) in 1606-07 
(quoted above), may suggest that these viols were of different sizes. At 
Christmas 1641, Claxton apparently took over the duties of organist and 
master of the choristers following the death of John Amner, but he retained 
the title of `M[aste]r of the Violls' until March 1643, after which date viols 
cease to be mentioned.37 Final proof of the high profile enjoyed by viol 
playing at Ely is the following passage, from the Parliamentary Survey of 
premises in the Cathedral Close made in June-July, 1649:38 

The Singinge School 

A pritty house vaulted under neath... & covered with tyles... [42'x 13']... & 
consisteth of 2 roomes above in occ[upacion] of Robert Claxton the singeing 
M[aste]r: & at the staie[r]s head over against the schoole dore another roome 
with a place taken out of it for a place to play upon the vyall in. 

Finally, it is interesting to note that Claxton's patent as organist and 
master of the choristers (dated 28 October 1641) states, like those of some 
of his predecessors, that he is to teach the choristers and other boys vocal 
and instrumental music (`Choristas et pueros tam Musica Arte Cantando 
                                                           

33 Ibid., (1605/06), f. 15v; (1606/07), f. 22. In 1620/1 the whole annual allowance of l3s. 
4d. was used `for mending the voialls', although this form of words may disguise simple 
restringing costs (Ibid., f. 110v). 

34 Ibid., (1635/6), f. 208 
35 Ibid., (1636/7), f. 220 
36 Ibid., (1638/9), f. 243v 
37 Ibid., (1642/3), ff. 288v, 289v, 290v, 291v 
38 CUL EDC 6/2/13, `Book / Survey of the College and / Town of Ely 1649', f. 12 



quam instrumentis premodecandis docebit'), in addition to his other 
duties.39 Perhaps the fact that Claxton taught the viols himself, rather than 
delegate to one of the lay clerks as Barcroft and Amner appear to have 
done, indicates that he was either the first organist who was able to teach 
them personally or (to be cynical but not unrealistic) that he badly needed 
the extra income from this duty. 

The tendency, already encountered at Lincoln and Ely in the first quarter 
of the seventeenth century, to delegate to specially qualified lay clerks 
instrumental teaching (and sometimes other) duties formerly discharged by 
the master of the choristers, is also found at Peterborough. On 22 April 
1613 the Dean and Chapter, evidently anxious to obtain a competent viol 
teacher, awarded Nicholas Bryne a supernumerary lay clerkship, to be paid 
`as other singing men be paid' until a full place should fall vacant which was 
`fitt for his voice'. But the [8] underlying reason for his appointment was 
clearly that:40 

...[he] shall presentlie and from tyme to tyme teach the Choristers and 
the Children of the Dean or [sic] Chapter... resident in Peterburgh 
uppon the vialls and upon the songe. 

These duties were to continue even after Bryne had secured a full lay clerk's 
place which, in the event, he was awarded the following day - an act which 
smacks of favouritism.41 Unfortunately, the dearth of accounts at 
Peterborough deprives us of details of day-to-day expenditure on the viols. In 
1616/17 and 1622/3, however, Byrne was still sharing the teaching duties 
traditionally associated with the instructor choristarum;42 and viol tuition was 
still being provided in 1628/9, when the then master of the choristers 
(Francis Standish) had taken over these duties from Bryne, and was paid the 
annual allowance of 13s. 4d. `for viall stringes' in two equal instalments at 
Lady Day and Michaelmas.43 Tuition continued to be available in 1642/3 and 

                                                           
39 CUL EDC 6/2/1, `Extracts of/ Leases and Patents/ viewed at the Court of Survey/ 

1649', p. 120 
40 CUL Peterborough MS 12, unfoliated (22 April). The duties of organist and master of 

the choristers, which the Henrician statutes required to be discharged by one man (see CUL 
Peterborough MS 25, ff. 19-20, `De Choristis & eorum Magistro'), had since 1582/3 been 
divided between John Mudd (organist) and one of the lay clerks who was paid a supplement to 
his lay clerk's stipend `pro instructione choristarum'. In 1616/17 and 1622/3, Mudd was paid 
an increment of 40s. as organist, William Alsey 40s. `pro instructione chorist[arum]', and Bryne 
10s. `pro consimili'. The probability that Bryne was providing instrumental teaching while 
Alsey discharged the other master's duties may have a precedent from 1582/3: in this year, 
Mudd and Richard Tiller were joint organists, and Tiller and John Kirby (a lay clerk) were paid 
between them a fee (4s. 4d.) `pro instructione choristarum &c'. In addition, Kirby received a 
further sum (6s.) `pro instructione trium chorist[arum] iuxta assignacium Decani &c.' Perhaps 
the Dean considered that these three boys were particularly apt for learning instrumental 
music. (CUL Peterborough MS 50, Receiver's and Treasurer's accounts, (1616/17, 1622/3), 
unfoliated; and Treasurer's account (1582/3), Feoda benevolencia &c., respectively.) 

41 CUL Peterborough MS 12, unfoliated (23 April). By rapidly promoting one of the lay 
clerks to a minor canonry, the Dean and Chapter were able to give Bryne a full place, probably 
for fear of losing him. 

42 CUL Peterborough MS 52, Receiver's accounts, unfoliated 
43 Ibid., Audit Book, 1628/9, unfoliated, `The expenses of the Church: wages' 
 



1643/4: in the former year, the master of the choristers (Humfrey Austin) 
received the allowance `for keeping the viols', whereas in the latter the same 
sum was earmarked `for Viols st[ringes]'.44 Such ambiguous common form 
suggests that the allowance was intended to cover occasional repairs as well 
as replacement strings, although this cannot be proved. Unlike Ely, 
Peterborough (whose `dotac[i]ons and allowances' were described by 
Archbishop Laud as `very meane' in 1638) did not pay the viol teacher a 
proper stipend for the job, the incumbent of which was still considered in 
1662/3 to be one of the `new officers not in the foundation'.45 Clearly, the 
Dean and Chapter took the view that if duties (and therefore stipends) were 
not prescribed by statute no additional payment of salary would be made. 

The Dean and Chapter of York Minster decided to obtain a viol consort 
on 12 November 1618, when the organist (Thomas Kingston, late of Lincoln, 
and organist and master of the choristers at York since August/ September 
1616) was given £5 `pro cohorte fidium, Anglice: a sett of violls', with the 
unusual proviso that part of his salary would be used to pay for any damage 
caused by his future negligence.46 In February 1619, however, history 
repeated itself and Kingston was deprived of the office of master of the 
choristers (although he retained that of organist) which from thenceforth was 
occupied, as at Lincoln, by a succession of lay clerks.47 The viol consort is 
mentioned in three of the four surviving fabric accounts covering the period 
January 1623-January 1640: 

1623/4 [20 November 1624]48 
Item: payd... to 
him [George 
Marsherudder, 
the organ 
mender] for 
strings for the 
vialles. 10s. 
8d. 

1624/549 [Marsherudder paid] for vyall stringes, 9s. 8d. 
Paid more... for vyall stringes. 7s. 7d. 

                                                           
44 Ibid., Receiver's accounts, unfoliated, E-voneratio computi 
45 CUL Peterborough MS 12, unfoliated (22 November 1638); and Peterborough MS 52, 

`Booke of Accounte' (1662/3), unfoliated, respectively. It is possible that the small fees given 
to Bryne were for restringing and repairs, whether or not a portion was intended as wages, as 
there is no record that any more specific allowance was ever paid for the maintenance of viols. 

46 YMA D&C H/4, f. 557v. One wonders whether the use of the word `cohorte', which 
in classical Latin means a `cohort' of 600 men, signifies the purchase of six instruments 
(compare the six bows purchased at Lincoln, p. 5 above); but this is an open question. 

47 Ibid., f. 558v (4 February). Kingston was deprived of his office of master of the 
choristers and replaced by one of the lay clerks (Christopher Spenceley). Later that year, in 
November 1619, another lay clerk (John Norwood) held this office (Ibid., f. 567). These men 
correspond to Henry Mace and John Heardson at Lincoln (see above, p. 6), except that there 
is at York no means of knowing who was actually responsible for viol tuition after 
Kingston's deprivation. (Neither Marsherudder nor Ward, encountered in the entries quoted 
below, can be identified with choral personnel; and there is no evidence, to connect this 
John Ward with his namesake the famous madrigalist.) 

48 YMA D&C E3/62/3, (1 January 1623-1 January 1624) 



1639/40 [6 May 1639]50 
Item: paid to 
John Ward for 
[viol] strings.
 10s. [ 
22 November 
1639] 
Item: paid to 
John Ward for 
strings and 
mending the 
vialls.... 13s. 
4d. 

It is impossible to tell from this fragmentary evidence what annual allowance 
(if any) was set aside for viol strings and repairs, although the last entry may 
indicate that 13s. 4d. was the maximum sum normally allowed for both 
restringing and repairs, and that money was saved by spending only what was 
actually required each year, rather than hand out a fixed sum which may 
sometimes have been in excess of the actual amount needed. The Minster 
had possibly owned viols as early as 1586, when 20s. was paid for strings `for 
the choristers' instrumentes'; and one of the vicars choral (Anthony Iveson) 
possessed `one olde Vyall' at his death in the same year.51 These two facts 
together imply that tuition may have been available by the 1580s. 

Various general conclusions may be drawn from the foregoing discussion: 
a) Ian Woodfield in his recent book on the early history of the viol suggests 
that choirboy consorts of St Paul's, the Chapel Royal and Westminster were 
more popular in the 1550s and early 1560s, and that viol playing `remained 
an important element in the musical life of the choir-schools in the second 
half of the 16th century'.52 With the single exception of Exeter where viols 
appeared briefly towards the end of Edward VI's reign, viol playing is not 
mentioned before the mid 1590s in the records of the provincial cathedrals 
and Cambridge colleges which I have examined (although York may have 
owned them a decade earlier). However, it is not impossible that privately 
owned viols, which would not appear in the institution's accounts, were 
employed.53  
                                                                                                                                                    

49 YMA D&C E3/63/1, (1 January 1624-1 January 1625) 
50 YMA D&C E3/64, (I January 1639-1 January 1640), `Small expences' 
 
51 . `The Fabric Rolls of York Minster', ed. James Raine: Publications of the Surtees Society, 

xxxv (London, 1859), (1 January 1586-1 January 1587), 119; and University of York, 
Borthwick Institute of Historical Research, D&C Probate Register, V, £ 118, respectively 

52 The Early History of the Viol, 213-14, 216 
53 The possibility that some such form of viol teaching may have ante-dated the official 

maintenance of Wiborough's consort in_c.1605 has been discussed above (p. 6). Woodfield's 
statement (Early History, 216), that `teaching the viol was recorded as a duty of the master of 
the choristers [John Farrant] in 1567'. is not, however, supported by the archives. It is true 
that Farrant's letters patent - like those of his successors William Fox (1572) and George 
Barcroft (1583) (CUL EDC 2/4/1, ff. 102v, 138v respectively), but unlike those of 
Christopher Tye (1559; Ibid., f. 15) which do not refer to instrumental music at all - require 
the teaching of unspecified instrumental music - `ad docend[um] et instrumend[um] 
choristas in arte musica, tam cantando quam instrumenta musica [sic]' to be precise (Ibid., f. 



b) The most striking evidence contained in the archives of these provincial 
establishments, which could perhaps have received greater emphasis in 
Woodfield, is that the viol occupied a very much more important (or at least 
a better documented) place in the choir schools in the first half of the 
seventeenth century than it had at the close of the sixteenth. It is clear from 
the archival evidence that the cathedral viol was as its most popular under 
Archbishop Laud's Arminian influence in the 1630s and early 1640s, and was 
as much an ornament to the musical life of cathedrals and colleges as the 
beautification of the places of worship themselves, in accordance with the 
controversial Arminian principle of the `beauty of holiness'.54 
c) The specialist nature of viol teaching often meant that the master of the 

choristers, who had traditionally been responsible for the choristers' 
instrumental training, was commonly content to relinquish this duty to a 
better qualified lay clerk.55 

                                                                                                                                                    
84). But, while the frequency and detail of the relevant entries in the post-1605 accounts 
might well suggest that the teaching of viols was a practice of longer standing, such. a vague 
term might as easily refer to keyboard instruments, such as clavichord and organ, and such a 
phrase as this cannot be assumed to refer to viols. Indeed, it is doubtful whether the chapter 
clerk, who was not a professional musician, drawing it up from a mixture of pre-existing 
common-form documents and local custom (Ely's equivalent to the influential unwritten 
consuetudines of Old Foundation cathedrals), had any specific instrument(s) in mind at all; and 
if he did, the relevant words of the Henrician Statutes were probably ringing in his ears, with 
which the authorities ensured that the master of the choristers `sit... cantandi et organi 
pulsandi peritus, qui pueris docendis organis pulsandis suo tempore' (CUL EDC IE/2b, f. 
7v, c. 20, `De Choristis et ipsoru[m] Magistro'). The earliest known reference to viols at 
Cambridge is purely secular and occurs slightly later than that at Exeter Cathedral, but it was 
even more shortlived and isolated: 

1559/60 Item: [paid] to the viales at sir chattertonnes play, . 2s. 6d. 
(This is printed in Record of Early Englisb Drama: Cambridge, ed. Alan Nelson (Toronto, 

1989), 2 vols, i, 207; this work contains many references to the secular use of viols at 
Cambridge.) 

54 A good introduction to the principles of Arminianism, which takes into account their 
effect on the musical establishment at Peterhouse, Cambridge, but whose discussion of the 
Peterhouse musical establishment itself is based on outdated (and partly erroneous) printed 
sources, is in John G. Hoffman: `The Puritan Revolution and The "Beauty of Holiness" at 
Cambridge', Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, lxxii (1982-83), 94-105. 

55 At Lincoln, this process achieved full fruition after the Restoration. On 1 April 1690, 
in the light of the master's unsatisfactory service, the preceptor advised that the office of 
master of the choristers be made subject to annual election and review. But he also moved 
`that the teaching [of] instrumental music be made a distinct office, and have the allowance 
... "pro chordis violarum"', and additional salary of £4 or £5 a year, and be elected annually 
at the Michaelmas audit. There were thus two distinct `masters of vocal and instrumental 
music' (magister cboristarum in arte cantandi and in instrumentali(al musica, respectively). Further, 
two public `consorts' were instituted, one at Easter and the other at Michaelmas, `for the 
encouragement of Instrumental Music', the sum of 40s. per consort `to be divided among 
such as perform their parts therein', at the discretion of the Dean and Chapter. This 
confirms an impression gained from the records in general - namely, that instrumental music 
was in practice both taught to and enjoyed by some adult members of cathedral choirs as 
well as choristers and scholars. (See A.R. Maddison: `Lincoln Cathedral Choir, A.D.1640 to 
1700', Associated Arcbitectural Societies' Reports and Papers, xx/i (1889), 41-55 (pp. 50-51)). 



d) 13s. 4d. was the usual annual allowance for both restringing and repair, 
additional funds being made available as and when they were needed (to 
purchase a new instrument or bows, for example). 

e) It is stressed that there is no archival evidence that viols were used 
liturgically or to accompany voices in any of the institutions discussed 
above; and, although there is no proof that they were not employed in this 
way, nothing can be added at the present time to Peter le Huray's full 
discussion of this vexed question.56 

 
I am grateful to the Deans and Chapters of Ely, Exeter, Lincoln and 
Peterborough Cathedrals, and of York Minster, for permission to publish 
material from their collections. 

                                                           
56 Music and the Reformation, 128-29 



[16] 

THE SOURCES OF LOCKE'S CONSORT `FOR 
SEAVERALL FREINDS' 

ROBERT THOMPSON 

Matthew Locke's treble and bass consort `for seaverall freinds' is familiar 
through the modern edition based on his autograph score, GB-Lbl Add. MS 
17801, but relatively little is known about its history.1 It is clear that the work 
underwent more than one revision, both before and after the present 
autograph score was first copied, but exactly when the different stages of 
composition, compilation and revision were reached has never been firmly 
established. A study of the secondary sources, taking account of their paper, 
structure and variant readings, and in most cases of other music contained in 
the same manuscripts or copied elsewhere in the same hand, casts some light 
not only on the history of the music but also on the way it was regarded by 
Locke's contemporaries. 

The sources of the consort fall into two categories. One group of 
secondary sources, the scores GB-Lbl Add. MS 33236 and GB-Cfm MU MS 
735 and partbooks contained in GB-Lbl Add. MSS 10444-5, contains 
essentially the complete work and is closely related to the autograph score. 
The second, more disparate, group consists only of part-books: GB-Och 
MSS 409-10; Lbl Add. MS 31431; GB-Mch MS Mun.A.2.6; Lbl Add. MS 
31424 and GB-Ob MS Mus. Sch. c.44. Apart from Och MSS 409-10, none of 
these contains anything like the complete consort found in the sources in the 
first group, and most contain readings significantly different not only from 
the autograph score but also from the other sources within the second group. 
These features suggest that although the second group sources are not 
necessarily any earlier than those closely related to the score, they transmit 
earlier versions of the music. Two further sources should be added: Lbl Add. 
MS 17799, Locke's autograph score of Cupid and Death (1659),2 which has 
three movements in common with the later versions of the `seaverall freinds' 
collection, and Och MS 337, Francis Withey's commonplace book, which 
contains a number of short but revealing extracts. 

Och MSS 409-10, copied by Francis Withey, provide the best starting point 
for considering the apparently earlier readings. They contain most of the 
material of suites 1-7,3 with several movements missing but including five 

                                                           
1 Michael Tilmouth (ed.): `Matthew Locke: Chamber Music, i', Musica Britannica, xxxi 

(London, 1971), 11-56. See also R.E.M. Harding: A Thematic Catalogue of the Works of Matthew 
Locke (Oxford, 1971), 91-95 and Table I; Gordon Dodd: Thematic Index of Music for Viols 
(1980-7); C.D.S. Field: `Matthew Locke and the Consort Suite', M&L, li (1970), 15-25; 
Michael Tilmouth: `Revisions in the Chamber Music of Matthew Locke', PRMA, xcviii (1971-
2), 89-100 

2 See E. J. Dent (ed.): `Matthew Locke and Christopher Gibbons: "Cupid and Death"', 
Musica Britannica, ii (London, 1951; 2nd ed. revised by Bernard Harris, London, 1974). The 
movements in question are the Fourth Entry, 31-33. 

3 For ease of reference I follow the division into suites, numbering of movements and 
barring adopted in the Musica Britannica edition. For a detailed account of the contents of Och 
MSS 409-10 see Field, 18-20. 



others not found in the autograph. There are many further variants, some 
very extensive; the order of movements is less regular than in the autograph, 
and the codas found in other sources are absent. But these part-books do not 
date from an early stage in Locke's life; they were almost certainly copied 
after 1669. 

Francis Withey was the son of John Withey of Worcester.4 On 12 October 
1667 a copy of Christopher Simpson's Compendium of Practical Music in Five 
Parts (London, 1667), now bound in Och MS 337, was purchased by or for 
Francis in Worcester,5 and in 1670 he became a singing man at Christ 
Church.6 No doubt it was Francis whom Wood heard playing the bass viol in 
Oxford in 1669,7 so he [17] seems to have moved to Oxford between the 
autumn of 1667 and 1669. Apart from his copy of the Simpson, Och MS 337 
contains a manuscript notebook in which he copied extracts from a wide 
variety of music, including passages from Corelli's Op. 1 (1681), one dated 18 
September 1684, and Purcell's sonnata's of III Parts (1683). Extracts from the 
`seaverall freinds' music appear in a number of places, for example on pages 
[5] and [23], and seem to be connected with Withey's work on the part-
books: where alternative readings exist, the commonplace book matches Och 
MSS 409-10 rather than the autograph score. 

The part-books, in Henry Aldrich's bindings'
8 are made of royal paper in 

upright quarto and have a bend watermark similar in general form to that of 
Add. MS 33236 (see fig. 5) but without any of the personal marks 
characteristic of fine paper from c. 1679 onwards.9 The use of royal paper for 
part-books is most unusual in the 1670s and 1680s but is typical of the Christ 
Church `Great Set', a huge collection of score and parts made by John Lilly 

                                                           
4 A note on p. [1] of the manuscript section of Och MS 337 reads: `Jhon Withey my Dear 

F. died Janu. 3d 85'. 
5 Och MUS 337, flyleaf 2v: `Francis Withey His Booke October 12 1667'; `bought of Mr 

Jons in Worster'. Flyleaf lr has `baght of Mr Jons 2s ld'. 
6 Christ Church disbursement book for 1670 (xii. b. 113), 19. Payments continued until 

1727, but his own signature last appears in 1720 (see note in manuscript by N. Clapton, 1982). 
7 A. Clark (ed.): The Life and Times of Anthony Wood (Oxford, 1891-5), ii. 158 
8 Aldrich (1648-1710) entered Christ Church in 1662 and remained there until his death, 

becoming a canon in 1681 and Dean in 1689. He built up a large collection of music, including 
many relatively early manuscripts, which might have been used at the weekly music meetings 
and professional performances he organized. See Watkins Shaw: 'Aldrich, Henry', The New 
Grove (London, 1980), i, 234-6; W.G. Hiscock: Henry Aldrich of Christ Church, 1648-1710 
(Oxford, 1960), 32 (the hand in Och MS 2, etc., is wrongly thought to be Aldrich's); E.G.W. 
Bill: Education at Christ Church 1660-1800 (Oxford, 1988), 38n; Pamela J. Willetts: `John Lilly, 
Musician and Music Copyist', Bodleian Library Record, vii (1967), 307-11, esp. 311. 

9 'Royal' was the largest and most expensive size of hand-made paper. In the latter half of 
the century it appears rarely in scores and, with the exception of Och MSS 409-10, not at all in 
partbooks. The upright quarto format, in which one sheet of large paper forms four folios of a 
book, was similarly avoided in music sources between c. 1660 and 1690, presumably because 
the same number of folios could be produced more cheaply using the satisfactory Angoumois 
foolscap paper of the period. See Robert Thompson: `English Music Manuscripts and the Fine 
Paper Trade, 1648-1688' (Ph.D., University of London, 1988), 78-9 and passim: royal paper 
occurs only in Lbl Add. MS 17801 (524-9 and watermarks L, LVI) and Add. MS 33236 (444-
57). 

 



and Stephen Bing during the Commonwealth or even earlier,10 with which 
these Locke copies appear to have been intended to conform. 

Matthew Locke was certainly in Oxford in 1665-6 and probably again in 
1673.11 On both occasions he worked with Edward Lowe, whose interest in 
Locke's music is apparent from the many copies in his hand and who was in 
regular contact with Withey at Christ Church and the Oxford Music School:12 
had Locke completed the major revision and re-ordering of the `seaverall 
freinds' music by 1665, it is unlikely that Withey would not have known 
about it. Och MSS 409-10 therefore provide indirect evidence that the 
revision had not been carried out by then, and perhaps not even by 1673. 

Evidence that more or less the complete collection in the Christ Church 
version may have circulated quite widely comes from a few folios in Lbl Add. 
MS 31424. Folios 41-44, which consist of different paper from the other sets 
of parts in the guardbook, form a treble and bass part the principal contents 
of which are the fantasia and courante in A major, 6d and 6f. The fantasia 
(treble f. 41, bass f. 43) corresponds to the autograph rather than Och MSS 
409-10 in one major variant, the excision of a long passage included in the 
Christ Church parts between bars 20 and 21. But a minor variant in bar 3, 
treble, seems to represent an intermediate stage between the Christ Church 
and autograph readings (see mus. ex. 1), and a bass variant in bar 23, a quaver 
d instead of the initial rest, is shared with Och MS 410. A minor variant in 
the bass of the courante (ff. 41v, 43v) is also common to Add. MS 31424 and 
Och MS 410: in bar 8, in place of the final minim e, they have a dotted 
crotchet e and quaver f sharp. The word `Jigg' follows the courante, 
identifying the third A major movement in the Christ Church parts, but there 
is no mention of the ayre 6e found in the autograph. 

The four folios also contain an index of titles and bass incipits which 
shows that the copyist was looking at something broadly similar to the Och 
MSS 409-10 version. In particular, the incipit of pavan 6a (f. 44) shows the 
Christ Church reading rather than the one first copied into Add. MS 17801 
or the [18] version which finally replaced it (see mus. ex. 2)and the title 
`Sarabd wth divycon' (f. 44) seems to refer to an A minor saraband, no. 26 
in Och MSS 409-10, which has written out repeats `with divisions' (see mus. 

                                                           
10 Och MSS 2, 397-400, 401-2, 403-8, 417-18, 432, 436, 612-13, 1080. See Willetts: `John 

Lilly' and `Stephen Bing: a Forgotten Violist', Chelys, xviii (1989), 3-17 
11 . The 1665-6 visit is very well documented. Locke was one of several court musicians 

who travelled to Hampton Court and Oxford between 30 June 1665 and 18 Feb 1666: see 
Andrew Ashbee (ed.): Records of English Court Music i (1660-1685) (Snodland, 1986), 70. 
Comments written by Lowe on ff. 1 and 146v of Ob MS Mus. Sch. c.44 show that Locke 
composed music for the music school meetings on 9 and 16 November 1665; see Harding: A 
Thematic Catalogue, 21-3. Evidence for the 1673 visit comes from the vicechancellor's accounts 
for 1672-3: 'to Mr Lowe and the musicke for their service at the Act £3 19s 4d; to Mr Lock for 
composing the ode, £5'. See Clark: Life and Times, iv, 73. These payments refer to the Act 
described by Wood on 14 July 1673 (Clark, ii, 266). 

12 Lowe was organist of Christ Church until his death in 1682. Firm evidence of at least a 
close working relationship with Francis Withey comes from Ob MS Mus. Sch. e.430, 'prickt & 
given mee by Mr Francis Withye: 11 Jan. 16723', and from a number of sets of parts in Ob MS 
Mus. Sch. c.44, a collection of miscellaneous material used at the Oxford Music School and 
supervised by Lowe as Professor. Lowe's own Locke copies are in Ob MSS Mus. Sch. d.233-6, 
e.451 and c.124. 



ex. 3). The fantasia la, courante 5d and the whole of suite 8 are absent, as 
they are in Och MSS 409-10, and one `conclusion', to suite 4, is identified, 
implying that the other suites did not have one. In many other minor details 
the incipits show that readings otherwise unique to Och MSS 409-10, or 
shared by that source and the original reading of Add. MS 17801, were 
given in the exemplar being copied. Apart from the fantasia 6d, however, 
the incipit of courante 3f (f. 42), a heavily revised version of Och MSS 409-
10 no. 20, shows that this movement too had already been altered. 

The parts were copied by the prolific scribe misidentified in the British 
Library catalogue as John Jenkins.13 Evidence from paper and repertory 
shows that this copyist did much of his work after 1679 and may still have 
been active in the 1690s, though there is no reason why some of his 
extensive copying should not have been carried out rather earlier. His 
knowledge of music was evidently wide, extending from Ferrabosco and 
Mico14 to Lully and Vitali,15 yet here he indexes the consort `for seaverall 
freinds' and passes comment on it, such as `Fantazie. good' (f. 42), as 
though he had never come across it before. 

The paper gives some indication of the date of the source. The treble 
part, ff. 41-2, consists of two folios measuring 159 mm. by 207 mm., ruled 
with five 12.5 mm. staves with a typical length of 175 mm.; f. 41 is marked 
with a faint but apparently conventional seven-pointed foolscap. The first 
folio of the bass part, f. 43, has the same watermark and ruling, but f. 44 
measures 162.5 mm. by 311 mm. and has a different, though equally faint, 
foolscap mark: there are six staves, 11 mm. by 166 mm. 

The watermarks are clearly Angoumois, but during the first decade in 
which paper from this area was widely used for English music manuscripts 
(1660-1670), paper with the foolscap and related marks tended to be a little 
smaller than the original sheet size suggested by these four folios:16 Add. 
MS 31424 is an oblong quarto, so the original dimensions must have been 
at least 318 mm. by 414 mm. Stave lengths in excess of 170 mm. are 
characteristic of this slightly larger size of foolscap paper which appeared in 
the 1670s, perhaps as a result of the French Arrét de Conseil of 1671 
concerning the paper trade,17 so a date in the 1670s appears likely for these 
folios and is consistent with what is already known about their copyist. Yet 
he, like Francis Withey, seems to have known a version of the consort `for 
seaverall freinds' very different from the one in the autograph score, 
whether in its original or revised form. 

Similar considerations of paper type suggest a comparable date for Ob 
MS Mus. Sch. c.44, ff. 142-5. This manuscript is a collection of separate 
scores and parts used in the Oxford Music School: folios 142-5 contain the 
treble and bass parts of the ayre 6e and courante 6f numbered 6 and 7 in a 

                                                           
13 Augustus Hughes-Hughes: Catalogue of the Manuscript Music in the British Museum, iii 

(London, 1909; repr. 1965), 43-4, 176-7, 184-6, 206, 268. See also Pamela J. Willetts: 
'Autograph Music by John Jenkins', M&L, xlviii (1967), 124-6; Thompson, 325-39 

14 In Lbl Add. MS 31423 ff. 1-75 
15 Lully in Lbl Add. MS 31425; G.B. Vitali Op. 9 together with Marino Silvano's Scielta della 

Suonate (Bologna, 1680) in Lbl Add. MS 31436 ff. 150-210 
16 See Thompson, 260-75 
17 See J. Savary de Bruslons: Dlctionnaire universel de commerce, ii (Paris, 1723), 969-71 



series of twelve movements, the rest of which are by Arthur Phillips.18 The 
watermark, on ff. 142 [19] and 145, is the Amsterdam arms, a type of mark 
which was used in the Angoumois in paper similar in size and quality to that 
with the foolscap mark.19 The folios measure c. 330 mm. by 200 mm., again 
showing that this was the kind of paper sold as `Pantalon of Rochelle' or 
`Foolscap' in the 1670s.20 The ayre does not appear in Och MSS 409-10 and 
has a bass variant in common with Lbl Add. MS 10444 and the probable. 
original reading of Add. MS 17801: crotchets E and A in place of the last two 
quavers of bar 3 and the first two of bar 4; the treble of bars 5-6 has a unique 
variant (see mus. ex. 4). All sources of the following courante are essentially 
identical, but a small variant in the bass of bar 8 is shared with Och MS 410 
and Add. MS 31424 (see p. 17 above). 

The bass part-book Mch MS Mun. A.2.6 not only appears to be the earliest 
surviving source of any part of the `seaverall freinds' collection but also 
presents the six movements it contains, suite 4 in E minor, in a traditional 
English context.21 The book is an oblong quarto of 274 numbered folios, but 
only ff. 1-72 have been ruled for music, one line at a time with a straight-edge 
rather than with a rastrum, and the quality of the paper is lower than normal 
in a music book, so that most folios have been copied on one side only. 
From f. 73 onwards the book contains a collection of proverbs in English, 
French and Latin which continued in the lost treble part-book. 

The paper is of one type throughout, and the watermarks are posthorns 
lettered IGD (see fig. 1) in general pattern closely resembling Heawood 2776 
(dated 1639) and 2777 (1656).22 `IGD' can be identified from Heawood's 
mark 2778 (1658) as `I', presumably Jean, Giroud. On the limited evidence 
available it would seem that Giroud was active in the 1650s: the appearance 
of mark 2776 in a book dated 1639 may mean no more than that the title 
page was unaltered in later impressions. 

Although the greater part of the volume is now taken up with non-musical 
material, it was evidently regarded at first as a music book: the original title 
on the flyleaf, around which other matter has been added, is clearly `Bassus 2 
Partes'. The `seaverall freinds' suite is copied from f. 1v to £ 5 and numbered 
1-6 in a series of two-part compositions extending to no. 79 on f. 54: nos. 12-
21 are two further suites by Locke, in A major and D major/minor, with 
several movements in common with Cupid and Death.23 Other identified 

                                                           
18 See John Caldwell: 'Phillips, Arthur', The New Grove, xiv, 659. Phillips (1605-95), organist 

of Magdalen from 1639, went to France as organist to Queen Henrietta Maria; after the 
Restoration he entered the service of a Roman Catholic gentleman in Sussex. Royalism, 
Catholicism and Oxford all provide possible connections with Locke. 

19 An inventory and price list of 1674, now Ob MS Rawlinson d.398 ff. 156-7, confirms 
this: paper no. [30], specified as '2nd Dutch Foolscap' is marked with the Amsterdam arms. See 
R.W. Chapman: 'An Inventory of Paper 1674', The Library, 4th series, vii (1927), 402-8 

20 Ibid. nos. [28-30]. The measurements given for these papers, evidently for a half-sheet or 
a page in a folio book, are 13 inches x 8'/z inches. 

21 See Richard Charteris: letter to the editor, Chelys, v (1973-4), 78 
22 Edward Heawood: Watermarks, mainly of the 17th and 18th Centuries (Hilversum, 

1950) 
23 Nos. 12-14 (A major) are a version of the Second Entry in Cupid: 15 and 16 are in the 

same key. 17, 18 and 21 are in D major: 17 is the first section of the Fifth Entry, 21 the last 
four bars. 19 and 20 are in D minor: 20 is the "Old men and women's dance". 



movements, consistent with the early date of the source, are by Coprario, 
Lawes and Jenkins.24 In this source, then, music by Locke is copied at the 
beginning of a long series of movements composed, as far as can be 
ascertained, by the 1650s if not earlier. The sequence related to Cupid and 
Death has variants of order and readings which distinguish it from the 1659 
version in Lbl Add. MS 17799: it is possible that these suites in Mch MS 
Mun.A.2.6 are derived from an earlier performance or, conversely, that they 
were instrumental suites adapted by Locke for inclusion in his 1659 score of 
Cupid. The dividing line between chamber and stage music was evidently a 
narrow one, as is shown by the translation of the fourth entry from Cupid to 
the `seaverall freinds' collection.  

[20] Some of the non-musical matter in the book confirms the probability 
that it dates from the late 1650s. At the top of the flyleaf verso is written 
`Proverbes and Adages by James Howell Esq.', a comment which refers not 
to the manuscript collection of proverbs later in the volume arranged 
alphabetically from A to S but to Howell's ΠΑΡΟΙΜΙΟΓΡΑΦΙΑ, Proverbs, or 
Old Sayed Sauces and Adages (1659) issued with his Lexicon Tetraglotton 
(London, 1660). The name `Dr Duppa' on the flyleaf recto probably refers to 
Brian Duppa, whose A Guide to the Penitent (London, 1660) contains in its 
`Dedication to the Christian Reader' a remark that might have interested the 
compiler of the manuscript: `...we would cross Proverbs with our Lord... we 
are always calling for the new Wine'. Both these references to published 
works and the proverbs copied from f. 73 evidently postdate the musical 
contents, and it seems reasonable to suppose that a proverb enthusiast keen 
enough to collect and copy them on 180 or so folios would have found his 
way to Howell's book soon after it appeared. If the music dates from before 
1660, or even from the early 1660s, this manuscript is the earliest surviving 
source of any part of the `seaverall freinds' music apart from the three 
movements in the 1659 Cupid and Death. 

The reading of the `seaverall freinds' bass part might therefore be 
expected to conform to the Och MSS 409-10 rather than to the final Add. 
MS 17801 version, in the absence of a coda, the order of movements with the 
ayre 4d following the almand 4b and a few other minor differences. On the 
contrary, apart from an obvious error in 4d, it matches the score book's final 
reading in almost every respect. It follows that if the Och MSS 409-10 
version of this suite perpetuates an earlier reading, it must be derived from an 
exemplar dating from before 1660, a situation which seems to conflict with 
Withey's evident musical awareness and his regular contact with at least one 
musician, Lowe, who had worked closely with Locke. 

The sources so far considered are in marked contrast to those closely 
related to the autograph score, if not in their readings then in the amount of 
`seaverall freinds' music they contain. Lbl Add. MS 31431, two separately 
bound volumes which are the surviving treble parts of a varied anthology of 
music mostly for two trebles and bass with continuo, occupies an 
intermediate position, containing two suites, 4 and 5, in a version close to the 
score book reading but another, suite 2, with many similarities to the Christ 
Church parts. 
                                                           

24 See Dodd: Index, Coprario-1213 nos 96, 12b-c, 15b; Jenkins-48 nos 161 b-c; Jenkins-51 
nos 190-204; Jenkins-56 nos 2,3,5 and 7; Jenkins-57 nos 1-8; Lawes-12 no 162 



The principal contents of Add. MS 31431 are Lawes's `Royall Consort', 
most of the first part of Locke's `Broken Consort', a series of movements 
ascribed to Jenkins but elsewhere attributed to Coleman,25 four fantasy-suites 
by Christopher Gibbons26 and twenty-three Italian sonatas, of which about 
half can be identified as the work of Cazzati, Vitali, Legrenzi and Colista.27 
The treble part only of the `seaverall freinds' suites appears at the end of the 
first treble book from f. 88 to f. 96v. The part-books belonged to Sir Gabriel 
Roberts, a prominent London merchant engaged in the Mediterranean trade, 
and are dated 1680. Roberts was born c. 1630, so the books were copied for 
him when he was [21] about fifty:28 as they appear to reflect a lifelong interest 
in music extending from the Lawes, which he might have heard during his 
childhood, to copies from Italian sonata prints which he could have acquired 
in the course of his business activities.29 The two surviving part-books, 
substantial bound volumes made of high-quality paper, probably contain 
music selected from a variety of earlier sources: a marked contrast between 
`seaverall freinds' suite 2 and suites 4 and 5 extends to titles and ascriptions 
as well as readings and suggests that the suites were copied from at least two 
different exemplars, if not during the production of Add. MS 31431 then at 
some earlier stage (see Table I). 

Suite 5 appears in Add. MS 31431 almost exactly as it does in the autograph 
score. The order of movements is quite different from that in Och MSS 409-
10, and many other alterations have been made (see Table II and mus. exs. 7-
9). The suite 4 exemplar was similarly provided with titles and attributions 
and placed the movements in the final Add. MS 17801 order. The exemplar 
used for suite 2, however, seems to have been almost devoid of rubrics and 
to have been much more closely related to Och MSS 409-10 than the 
exemplars for suites 4 and 5 were: the Christ Church order of pavan and 
fantasia is retained, and the courante from Och MSS 409-10 is preserved 
alongside the one that replaces it in Add. MS 17801. All three suites have 
codas, but only suite 2, in contrast to its general lack of rubrics, has the 
direction `conclusio'. It seems certain that suite 2 originally came into Sir 
Gabriel's possession separately from suites 4 and 5. 

The remaining secondary sources are much more closely connected to the 
autograph score. Lbl Add. MSS 10444 and 10445 are modern guardbooks 
containing five originally separate sets of parts, of which the first, masque 
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Coleman-I1 nos 381-392 
26 Ibid., C. Gibbons-4 nos 13-24 
27 From Cazzati Op. 18 (Bologna, 1656), Vitali Op. 2 (1667) and Op. 5 (1669) and 

Legrenzi Op. 2 (1655). See Thompson, 436-43. For the two identified Colista sonatas see 
Helene WesselyKropik: Lelio Colista, ein Rbmiscber Meister vor Corelli: Leben and Umwelt 
(Vienna, 1961), catalogue and list of sources 113-118. 

28 See J.E. Lloyd and R.T. Jenkins (eds.): The Dictionary of Welsh Biography down to 1940 
(London, 1959), 871-2. Gabriel Roberts is dealt with under 'Roberts, Lewis', his father. 

29 Ships engaged in the Levant trade naturally put in at Italian ports: when Roberts's 
apprentice John Verney sailed out to the Levant in 1662 his ship stayed at Leghorn long 
enough for him to visit Pisa and Florence (letter dated 30 June 1662). See Frances, Lady 
Verney, and Maria, Lady Verney: Memoirs of the Verney Family (London, 1892-9), 102. The 
Verney correspondence is available on microfilm in the manuscripts department at the 
British Library. 



music in Add. MS 10444 ff. 1-104,30 and the third, twenty-four movements 
from Lawes's `Royall Consort' in Add. MS 10445 ff. 1-39, have no 
demonstrable connection with the other three, clearly related by paper type, 
contents and handwriting (see Table III). The scribe who copied the Locke 
also copied music by Coprario and Lully, added most of the titles and 
ascriptions, and seems generally to have acted as a supervisor. 

Given the fidelity with which these part-books follow most of the revised 
readings of Add. MS 17801, including the extensive changes made on 
correction slips to 1g and 6a, it is clear that the part-books are closely related 
to the existing score. But their apparently random ordering of the suites, their 
retention of the Christ Church order of Pavan and Fantasia in suite 3 and 
their omission of the courante 1h argue against a straightforward derivative 
relationship such as exists between Add. MS 33236 and the autograph (see 
Table IV). It seems possible that the copyist was working closely with Locke 
and that his order of suites reflects the order of Locke's final major revisions. 

Two features of suite 5, copied first in Add. MS 10445, suggest that this 
suite at least was derived from a revised version pre-dating the earliest state 
of the present autograph score. Twelve Locke movements were originally 
copied into this set of parts and numbered: the six of suite 4 preceded by 
suite 5, which had [22] been given a courante not in the Christ Church parts 
(see Table IV) but deprived of an ayre, 5c. This movement was subsequently 
added to the treble part on f. 62v, at the end of the Jenkins section, and to 
the bass on f. 90 after the courante. A note on f. 62v, `This ayre of Mr 
Lockes is to be plaid after ye Fancy & Pavan yt follow', and similar 
instructions on ff. 64 and 90 make it quite clear that the ayre is to be restored 
to the position it occupies in Add. MS 17801. Its omission from both parts is 
unlikely to have been an error, and the numbering of suites 5 and 4 was 
evidently complete before it was decided to replace it: in his earliest revision 
of suite 5, then, Locke apparently decided to keep the original total of six 
movements and replace the ayre with a new courante, subsequently changing 
his mind and restoring the ayre to its standard position in the revised suites as 
the first movement following the fantasia and solemn pavan. The title pages, 
ff. 40 and 68, both refer to thirteen movements by Locke so the ayre must 
have been replaced fairly quickly. 

The last movement of suite 5 is a jigg with a slow conclusion. In the bass 
part, f. 91, the dance itself ends with a double bar and terminal flourish 
followed by the title `Jigge': then, as if it had not been in the exemplar being 
copied, the coda is added with the tempo direction `adagio'. In the treble part 
the coda follows the jigg in the normal way. This inconsistency, like the 
apparent uncertainty about ayre 5c, suggests that Locke was still revising the 
suite while the Add. MS 10445 parts were being copied, and that the parts 
were derived from an intermediate revised exemplar, perhaps Locke's 
working score, rather than from Add. MS 17801. 

Little can be inferred from the following suite 4, which is essentially the 
same in all sources and has its coda in the earliest, Mch MS Mun.A.2.6. There 
may be some significance in the generous provision of titles in suites 4 and 5 
compared with the suites in Add. MS 10444. Suite 4 is in its final Add. MS 
                                                           

30 The whole of this section is transcribed in Andrew J. Sabol: Four Hundred Songs and 
Dances form the Stuart Masque (Providence, 1978), 167-276; 477-92. 



17801 order and the direction `Corant very slow' in the bass of 4c reflects the 
scorebook direction ,slow measure'. In contrast to suites 4 and 5, however, 
the music in Add. MS 10444 was clearly copied after the consort had been 
entered in Add. MS 17801: in 6a the parts contain a reading which is not the 
first revised version of the scorebook (see mus. ex. 2) but the subsequent 
pasted-over revision and 1g is also in its final form. Courante 1h, which is 
omitted, is heavily erased and altered in the score and may have been left out 
of the parts because Locke was dissatisfied with it. So it seems that the Add. 
MSS 10444-5 parts of the Locke were compiled at much the same time as his 
scorebook copy, and that the various layers of revision found in the score 
were carried out over a relatively short period of time. The distribution of the 
suites between the two sets of parts and the presence in the same hand of 
dated music by Lully, from Les amants magnifiques of 1670 and Psyche of 
1671,31 not only provide a clue to the possible date of the part-books but also 
suggest when the score of the consort might have been copied and revised. 

Apart from the internal evidence of suite 5, there are other reasons to 
believe that the Add. MS 10445 suites were copied first: after the Locke in set 
2 there are [23] enough spare folios (nine in the treble, ten in the bass) to 
have included suites 4 and 5 had they not already been copied. But the 
copyist presumably knew he would have to accommodate another thirty or 
forty movements as well as the thirteen in set 4, so it seems strange that he 
did not begin a new set of parts for the complete collection. The probable 
explanation is that he had not yet copied the Lully in set 5, where there would 
have been room for the remaining Locke suites: the copying of the Locke 
was therefore interrupted by work on the Lully, in 1671 or later, which 
caused the `seaverall freinds' parts to be continued in new books. 
Peculiarities in the paper and structure of set 2 lend support to this 
suggestion. 

The set 2 paper is lighter than the material usually found in music books 
and has a pair of posthorn watermarks divided, since the books are in oblong 
quarto, between different folios (see fig. 2). The distribution of the upper and 
lower sections of the mark is most unusual, and suggests something out of 
the ordinary in the origin of the part-books (see Table V): instead of the 
normal alternation of upper and lower sections we find, in each book, a series 
of upper sections followed by a series of lower ones. By matching up the 
reference numbers in Table V it can be seen that the bass book was made 
from the same sheets as the treble, its half sheets of `a' and `b' forming a 
watermark pattern which is a mirror image of the treble. Eleven ruled sheets 
must have been cut and divided so that the lower halves of the sheets formed 
one book and the upper halves, turned over, the other, each part-book then 
consisting of a single gathering of twentytwo folios. 

Sets 4 and 5, in contrast, are quired in gatherings of four or eight folios 
(see Table VI). Their five-pointed foolscap and paschal lamb marks are 
Angoumois, and are unlikely to date from before the mid-1650s, when paper 
from this area is first found in English music sources,32 or after the mid-
1660s, by which time the standard Angoumois seven-pointed foolscap and 
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32 See Thompson, 36, 227-9, 356-7 



Amsterdam arms marks are almost invariably used in foolscap-size music 
paper. If set 2 dates from a similar period, it is difficult to explain why it is 
not formed of one of the usual types of paper and quired conventionally. But 
if it was copied after the Lully in set 5, no earlier, that is, than 1671 and 
probably rather later,33 the peculiarities of paper and quiring are more readily 
explicable. By the 1670s there was a distinct difference between foolscap-size 
paper (see p. 18 above) and `fine horn', in dimensions as well as weight.34 For 
equal quality, `horn' was marginally cheaper, but a more likely reason for its 
use in set 2 is that instrumental part-books were frequently uncropped, so 
that the use of a slightly smaller size of paper than normal in the 1670s 
enabled the set 2 parts to match their companions in sets 4 and 5 in the most 
convenient way. The set 2 posthorns also suggest that the paper was 
produced before 1679: they have no maker's or factor's marks, and although 
the requirement of the 1671 Arret de conseil that paper should contain marks 
identifying the papermaker by name or initials was often ignored in material 
intended for export, high-quality paper dating from 1679 and later almost 
[24] invariably has the personal mark of a factor such as Abraham Janssen 
beneath the watermark itself as well as a countermark identifying the 
papermaker. The sudden appearance of Janssen's initials in English sources c. 
1679 probably reflects new confidence in the paper trade after the end of the 
Franco-Dutch war of 1672-8; the Janssen family had been working in the 
Angoumois well before that date.35 

The suggestion from Add. MSS 10444-5 that the final major revisions of 
the Locke consort were made in the 1670s and that suites 4 and 5 were 
finished before the rest receives a certain amount of support from other 
secondary sources and is contradicted by none: the outline in Add. MS 31424 
shows that a largely unrevised version was circulating in the 1670s and Add. 
MS 31431 contains revised versions of suites 4 and 5 but not of suite 2. 
Locke's apparent indecision about including the ayre 5c in the F major suite 
in Add. MS 10445 and the addition of the coda while the parts were actually 
being copied, together with the appearance of the earliest version of the 
pavan 6a in Add. MS 31424, also suggest that the initial copying of the music 
`for seaverall freinds' in the autograph score Add. MS 17801 did not take 
place until the 1670s. The structure of the part of the score containing this 
consort, ff. 7-17, indicates that although much of the music was simply being 
transcribed into the score, a few movements gave Locke a great deal of 
trouble. 

With the exception of the folios containing the bass viol duos (ff. 3-6), the 
`Flat Consort' and the beginning of the `Broken Consort' (ff. 27-38) and the 
`Second Part of the Broken Consort' (ff. 46-7), the whole of Add. MS 17801 
consists of a single type of paper, marked with a pair of bend watermarks (see 
fig. 4) and ruled with two rastra, one of two staves (26.5 mm.) and the other 
of three (45.5 mm.), used in different combinations to produce 9 mm. staves 
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John Playford: Choice Songs and Ayres ... being most of the newest songs sung at court and at the 
publick theatres (London, 1673), 3-4. 
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in blocks of two to six for different kinds of music. There are eight bars in 
each system, with the bar lines neatly ruled in advance. The many extended 
sequences of unused folios and most of the copied sections are quired in six-
folio gatherings.36 The score of the `Great Set', Och MS 2, is identical in all 
respects concerning paper and ruling with the main paper type of Add. MS 
17801 and is quired thus throughout. 

Table VII shows the structure of Add. MS 17801 ff. 7-17. Without 
dismantling the volume it is impossible to be certain of the quiring, but the 
existing two-stave system folios cannot be made to match up either in sixes 
or in any other possible pattern. Moreover, two large correction slips on ff. 8 
and 14 are made of two-stave paper of the main type and have on their 
reverses passages from fantasias 4 and 5 for two bass viols; the present copy 
of this music is on a different kind of paper with wider staves. 

Folios 16 and 17, though made of the main paper, are originally unruled 
flyleaves with stave lines drawn as far as necessary to accommodate the last 
eight movements of the consort. Suite 8 (ff. 16v-17) is a late addition to the 
collection not included in Och MSS 409-10 or the Add. MS 31424 index, but 
f. 16r contains [25] the final C minor movement and three movements in C 
major, the last two completely different from their equivalents in Och MSS 
409-10. Folios 13-15, which have a wider margin between the staves and the 
top edge than ff. 7-12, cannot correspond with any other folios still in the 
score and might therefore be half of a six-folio gathering, the rest of which 
contained the original copies of the four movements in C now on f. 16r and 
part of the bass viol consort. Folios 7-12 can be explained as an eight-folio 
gathering with two folios, [7A] and [l0A], removed from places where qew or 
heavily revised movements might have been written and corrected. The 
removal of single folios (i.e. half-sheets of paper) from the score, and the 
completion of the consort upon flyleaves, suggest that the `seaverall freinds' 
music was copied after the score's final binding or re-binding, further 
evidence for a relatively late date. 

The two remaining sources, both scores, are closely related: Cfm MU MS 
735 is a late eighteenth-century score containing several instrumental and 
vocal works by Locke including, on ff. 114-124v, the consort `for seaverall 
freinds' copied from Add. MS 33236 ff. 3-11, reproducing the London 
score's minor variants and with blanks where it is damaged. The names of a 
number of papermakers appear in watermarks or countermarks, including J. 
Buttanshaw37 (found throughout the `seaverall freinds' section) and T. 
French.38 The Cambridge source has nothing to add to our knowledge of 
Locke's music, although it is a valuable document of antiquarian musical 
interest in the late eighteenth century. 

Lbl Add. MS 33236 resembles Add. MS 17801 in having a consistent type 
of paper prepared with different rulings (see Table VIII), but its bend 
watermark (see fig. 5) is of a much later form than the examples in Locke's 
autograph: the initials of Abraham Janssen are beneath, and it is 
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37 See Alfred H. Shorter: Paper Mills and Paper Makers in England 1495-1800 (Hilversum, 

1958), 83, 197, 260 
38 Ibid., 193, 262, 304-5 



countermarked `ET', identifying the papermaker Etienne Touzeau. Janssen's 
personal mark first appears in 1679, for reasons already suggested, and 
Etienne Touzeau's countermark appears in Heawood's examples between 
1676 and 1683;39 he also made the paper of Purcell's autograph Lbl Add. MS 
30930 (1680). Add. MS 33236 almost certainly dates from 1679-83, the 
consistency of paper type suggesting that all the paper was obtained at the 
same time, probably as a bound volume. The Locke consort, which comes 
first in the book and is clearly the earliest extended sequence of music it 
contains, must have been copied soon after. 

Unlike the late part-books in Add. MSS 10444-5, Add. MS 33236 follows 
the order of movements in Add. MS 17801, but like them it does not 
incorporate all of Locke's final alterations. The cadence at bars 5-6 of 
courante ld seems to be an intermediate stage between the Christ Church 
version which was the original reading of the score and is copied into Add. 
MS 10444 and Locke's final revision, written in the bass in a rather shaky 
hand (see mus. ex. 10). Thus although Add. MS 33236 incorporates a few 
more of the late alterations than Add. MSS 10444-5 do, and also contains the 
courante lh, it cannot have been copied directly from Add. MS 17801 as 
Locke died in 1677 and the paper in Add. MS 33236 dates [26] from no 
earlier than 1679. The necessary intermediate copy could well have included 
some of the other contents of Add. MS 33236 which might be expected to be 
contemporary with a late work of Matthew Locke (see Table IX).40 

The Purcell songs from f. 67v onwards, all published in or after 1688, 
Corelli's Op. 1 of 1681 and most of the subsequent sonatas up to f. 59v are 
unlikely to have formed part of a source copied in the mid-1670s,41 but the 
music copied on the earlier folios with each type of ruling could all have been 
included at that time: the Locke consort and Lanier cantata;42 the Colista, and 
most if not all of the music copied on ruling `c'.43 The lost intermediate copy 
would then have been a collection of mostly modern English and Italian music 
with Locke's `seaverall freinds' consort making up a significant part of the 
whole, and the context of the Locke in the lost source, as in Add. MS 33236, 
                                                           

39 Heawood: op. cit., 1780, 2031, 2947, 2963. Etienne Touzeau was, however, running the 
St Michel mill for Dericq Janssen as early as 1671: see G. Babinet de Rencogne: Recuell de 
documents pour servir a !'histoire de commerce et de 1'indurtrie en Angoumois (Angouleme 1880; 
Bulletin de la societe archeologique et historique de la Charente, 5ieme serie, ii), 61-2. 

40 Thurston Dart: 'Purcell's Chamber Music', PRMA, lxxxv (1958-9), 81-93, suggests 
(p.93) that Add. MS 33236 is descended from a score made by Purcell. See also Henry 
Purcell: Ten Sonatas of Four Parts, ed. Michael Tilmouth (Novello, Borough Green, 1981), xii-
xiii 

41 Apart from the Colista sonata on ff. 52-53 the works from f. 50v to 59v are the first 
five of an anthology of twelve sonatas found in Ob MS Mus. Sch. d.254 and MSS Mus. Sch. 
e.400-403. The other seven include three of Purcell's 1697 set, much more closely related to 
the autograph score Lbl Add. MS 30930 than to the printed version, but unlikely to have 
been copied directly from the autograph, which is dated 1680. See Henry Purcell: Ten Sonatas 
(ed. Tilmouth), xxi 

42 See Ian Spink (ed.): `English Songs 1625-1660', Musica Britannica, xxxiii (London, 
1971), 12 

43 The only problem arises with the `Symphony for flutes' on f. 64v, ascribed to Blow: 
this is in fact from Purcell's "How pleasant is this flow'ry plain" (c. 1683). See Franklin B. 
Zimmerman: Henry Purcell, 1659-1695: an Analytical Catalogue of his Music (London, 1963), 
no. 5431 



would have been quite different from that in Mch MS Mun.A.2.6, where it is 
combined with music by Coprario, Lawes and Jenkins. 

With the exception of the Chetham's part-book, the secondary sources of 
the `seaverall freinds' music all date from c. 1670 or later, and although the 
paper of Add. MS 17801 must be rather older,44 the present copy of the music 
in that score also seems to date from a similar period. It seems probable that 
the wide interest in the work apparent in the 1670s and 1680s was due not only 
to the interest of contemporary musicians in ambitious two-part music but also 
to the fact that at least as a complete collection the two-part consort was new. 
The earliest certain evidence of Locke's activity as a composer comes from his 
score, where he tells us that the Little Consort was composed in 1651 and the 
music for two bass viols in 1652. As John Playford published Locke's Little 
Consort in 1656,45 the absence of any two-part music by Locke from the 
Playford editions of 1651 and 1655 suggests that few, if any, of the `seaverall 
freinds' movements were amongst Locke's earliest compositions.46 Nor does 
any music by Locke appear in the 500 or so ayres and dances in Ob MS Mus. 
Sch. d.220 (1654).47 

Och MSS 409-10 might well contain music largely composed during Locke's 
Oxford visits. Both Locke's later title `for seaverall freinds' and the sometimes 
anarchic order of movements are explained if the compiler, whether Withey 
himself, Locke, Lowe or someone else, was working from a variety of different 
exemplars. Suite 4, the only part of the collection certain to have existed before 
1665-6, is placed last in the Christ Church books: possibly a complete pre-
existing suite was added after the other music had been copied, in the same 
way as the Fourth Entry of Cupid and Death was added to the later versions of 
the consort. The order of suite 4 in Och MSS 409-10 is the same as Locke's 
copied order in Add. MS 17801, and apart from the omission of the coda, 
which may have been suppressed to conform with the other suites, there is 
only one minor textual variant. 

Dates written in Withey's commonplace book, Och MS 337, suggest that he 
might have copied his Locke extracts there at any time up to 1686, and the 
partbooks themselves, if copied from an earlier collection, could date from the 
same [27] period. Both sources suggest that Locke's revised version was 
unknown in Oxford, a situation which could hardly have existed if the main 
revision had been carried out by Locke's long stay in Oxford in 1665-6. A 
fairly long visit in 1673 is implied by the differences between Withey's copy 
of the `Second Part of the Broken Consort' in Och MUS 8 and Lowe's in Ob 

                                                           
44 Apart from the relatively irregular form of the watermark and the occurrence of the same 

paper type in Och MS 2, a correction slip in the Little Consort ayre 8b covers a version of the 
music earlier than the 1656 print. 

45 With enough success for a pirated edition to be issued in Amsterdam in 1657; see Rudi 
A. Rasch: 'Seventeenth-Century Dutch Editions of English Instrumental Music', M&L, liii 
1972), 270-3 

46 John Playford: A Musicall Banquet set forth in three Choice Varieties of Musick ... (London, 
1651); Court Ayres, or Pavins, Almains, Corant's and Sarabands of two Parts, Treble and Basse ... 
(London, 1655). Courtly Masquing Ayres ... of two Parts (London, 1662) contains a few 
movements by Locke, but not from the `seaverall freinds' collection. 

47 See Dodd: Index, passim, especially under Lawes, Coleman and Jenkins. 
 



MSS Mus. Sch. d.233-6,48 which presumably incorporate changes made by 
Locke between 1666 and 1673, so there would have been a second and later 
opportunity for the revised `seaverall freinds' consort to enter the Oxford 
repertory if it had existed by then. The evidence of Add. MS 31424, and more 
strongly of Add. MSS 10444-5, that the revision was mostly carried out in the 
mid-1670s is supported by the absence of the revised consort from Oxford 
sources. 

Apart from Add. MS 17801, the principle sources of the revised version 
all combine it with modern continental music: it may be convenient to place 
Locke at the end of the great English polyphonic tradition of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, but the copyists of Add. MSS 10444-5 and Add. 
MS 33236, together with its lost exemplar, clearly took a different view, 
collecting the `seaverall freinds' music alongside works by Lully, Colista and 
Corelli. Thus the secondary sources of the consort show not only that its 
compilation and revision took place late in Locke's life but also that the gulf 
between English and Continental musical styles in the last quarter of the 
seventeenth century is a retrospective and not a contemporary perception. 

                                                           
48 See Michael Tilmouth (ed.): `Matthew Locke: Chamber Music, ii', Musica Britannica, 

xxxii (London, 1972), 107 
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THE USE OF HIGHER POSITIONS  
ON THE TREBLE VIOL 

CARL HUGO ÅGREN 

General arguments 

The general standard of treble viol playing is at present not what it ought 
to be. There are reasons for this, the most important ones being lack of 
teaching literature and doubtful instrument quality. Many treble viol players 
use a fingering system which certainly does not do our trebles justice, 
basically a sort of home-brewed version of bass-viol fingering. In an earlier 
article I have shown that a considerable increase of the technical 
possibilities of the treble viol can be realized by using diatonic fingering.1 
The present article is a sequel to the earlier one, which was deliberately 
restricted to first position. I shall now continue by discussing the use of 
higher positions on the treble viol. 

Why go up there? 

It is often said that a treble player only very rarely has to go beyond the 
frets. This is only partially true. Certainly the treble parts of many consorts 
do stay within the fretted area of the fingerboard. However, there are also 
quite a few consort composers - some of the very finest - who do not limit 
themselves in this way, for example, Lawes, Jenkins, Locke, Purcell and 
Simpson. There is also the small but appealing solo treble literature, mainly 
French, with Thomas Marc and Louis Heudelinne as the most important 
names. Both composers require excursions beyond the frets. It is likely that 
more solo treble and pardessus literature remains to be unearthed. Besides 
treble playing becomes much more fun with an adequate technique, 
phrasing is improved and fingering becomes much more flexible. Last but 
not least, existing consort literature can be tackled with much more 
confidence - including later, more violinistic consorts. If one plays much 
together with recorder players, one type of music that often comes up for 
discussion is trio sonatas, which often require quite a bit of technique. Two 
fine examples are G.Ph.Telemann's lovely trios in G minor and D minor 
respectively, where the composer himself expressly prescribes dessus de 
viole. Tackling high tessitura by switching to pardessus may be - but not 
necessarily - a good way out of trouble. There are pieces which go high but 
still sound best on a treble, like the treble parts of Purcell's viol fantasies. 
Using a pardessus here means spending a great deal of time on low strings - 
Purcell goes low as well as high - and this is not very comfortable. 

Hardware demands 

Advanced treble technique requires good treble viols. At present there is 
a decided lack of first class instruments, mainly because so many makers in 
[45] England and elsewhere have chosen to copy a very small model by 
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Henry Jaye. A good length for a treble is about 400 mm. body length, with 
about 360 mm. from nut to bridge. These are about the dimensions of a 
small viola - and a treble viol corresponds much more closely to a viola than 
to a violin. For makers who limit themselves to copying it would be much 
better to copy Barak Norman. There is one treble by him in Geneva with just 
the dimensions given above, and which has repeatedly been copied with good 
results.2 Many players do not realise how very finicky their trebles are about 
strings, and it pays to choose one's strings with great care. This often means 
using other gauges than medium, catlines instead of overspun strings, and so 
on. Many trebles have a neck which is too narrow making lute fingerings and 
chords difficult. Frets, bridge and soundpost must be correctly adjusted. 
Bridge curvature and action height must be correctly adjusted so that playing 
in high positions is possible in the first place without hitting undesired 
strings. Too flat curvature and too high action height are, alas, very common. 
A frequently observed ailment is a soundpost sitting too far inboard, which 
usually has a disastrous effect on the high register, and may well explain the 
frequently heard statement that `trebles do not really sound good beyond the 
frets'. Correct sound post position is shown in figure 1. A correctly built and 
adjusted treble should sound quite well up there! Adjusting frets is easy with 
an electronic tuner, so there really is no excuse for wayward frets today. 
Nylon fishline of 0.7-0.8 mm. diameter is better than fret gut and gets tired 
less easily. 

 

Defining positions 

It is essential to define positions so that they can be easily localised in 
playing. Fortunately it turns out that the violin positions can in fact be used, 
including half position, which is very useful indeed. The table below defines 
the first four positions plus half position: 

1/2 : Finger 1 on fret 1, grouping variable 
I : Finger 3 on fret 5, pitch =next higher string (interval =fourth) 
II : Finger 2 on fret 5, pitch= next higher string 
III : Finger 1 on fret 5, pitch= next higher string 
IV : Finger 1 on fret 7, pitch= octave over next lower string 
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by Verlag Erwin Bochinsky GmbH & Co, Frankfurt, West Germany 



[46] When using diatonic fingering the interval between fingers 1 and 4 is a 
musical fourth. This means that position IV brings us to the octave d"' above 
the open top string. This covers all the literature known to the author, but 
the position series can easily be extended if necessary. On many trebles a 
guide to position IV is that the left thumb hits the heel of the neck when this 
position is reached. This brings a temptation to use IV whenever high notes 
are encountered, which, as I shall explain later, is a temptation that must be 
firmly resisted. 
 
Getting to grips 

No advanced technique is possible if the player has to keep concentrating 
on not dropping the instrument! This was mentioned in my article on 
diatonic fingering on treble and pardessus viols, but needs to be emphasised 
again.3 Basically a treble should rest with its lower bouts on the inside of the 
player's knee-caps, with the head leaning against the player's chest or left 
shoulder. A central position with the head below the chin is also quite usable. 
Thus, no hands are required to support the instrument and the left hand only 
has playing functions, not supporting ones. By this means no cramped 
grasping of the neck - a major obstacle to relaxed left-hand technique - is 
necessary. A secondary benefit is that the player can actually lean back against 
the back-rest of his chair, which is very useful during long rehearsals. This 
last trick is also very useful for players with a short torso, who may otherwise 
have difficulties in achieving the hold described. Trousers or skirts made 
from slippery textiles must be avoided. Jeans are perfect, particularly old, 
well-washed ones. The height of the chair is critically important and if it is 
too low - as in fact it often is - a great increase in holding comfort can be 
produced with one or more cushions. I might add that the seating problem 
was known in the eighteenth century.4 

How to get there 
Before learning position playing we must have a secure starting point. This 

will necessarily be position I, whicc is what we use when playing within the 
fretted area of the fingerboard. The aspiring player must be capable of 
gripping position I securely and precisely `out of the blue'. There are several 
ways to get from one position to another. I shall list them in order of 
difficulty - an order which may surprise some: 

 
1. Sliding: 
Starting from a known position, the thumb is relaxed and, while one finger 
stays in contact with a string, the whole hand slides to target position, after 
which the thumb tightens its grip again. 
2. Crawling by contraction: 
Going up in pitch is done as follows - while finger 3 or 4 stays in the starting 
[47] (lower) position, finger 1 moves to its place in target position. The hand 
then reassumes its grouping, after which the target position is reached. 
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3. Crawling by extension: 
While finger 1 stays in starting position the thumb is relaxed and it and the 
other fingers move to target position. A grip is reassumed, finger 1 moves to 
follow the rest, and target position is reached. 
4. Gripping: 
Here a target position is assumed `out of the blue' without any particular 
starting position. This is by far the most difficult method, but nevertheless 
there are occasions when it must be used. 

Traditionally crawling has been considered the safest way to shift, but it has 
two drawbacks which may sometimes be fatal. As we have seen crawling is a 
two-stage process, which means that it takes time, which may or may not be 
available. The second is that if crawling is used much the player is apt to lose 
his sense of location, since in effect he has to add up all the crawling shifts to 
be sure. Sliding really is not more difficult and is certainly very much faster. 
Crawling is generally more useful for sudden jumps than for scales, where it 
rarely makes sense. This will be described in the examples section. 

How to learn and practise shifting 

When acquiring a new manual skill it pays to be methodical about it. One 
rule can be laid down for all shifting: do not hurry! The important goal to 
achieve is to play the target note (definition) in tune - not to get there fast. 
Remember that hurriedness is relative; what may seem desperately hurried to 
a beginner may seem perfectly leisurely to a well-trained player. Still, no shift 
should ever be hurried. In reaching our target note we are really performing 
three operations, namely: 

1. Shifting from starting position to target position with the shifting finger in 
contact with a string. The shifting finger is usually the one we use to play the 
last note in starting position. 
2. Deciding target string (not necessarily the string that we shifted on) and 
target finger. 
3. Playing our target note. 

There are many possible combinations. Shifting string and target string may 
be one and the same. Likewise, shifting finger and target finger may be the 
same. It is usually considered to be bad style to play more than two notes in 
succession with the same finger. The reason is that if we do we may acquire a 
fingering style where we are shifting around nearly all the time. The early 
teachers noted that it is decidedly unwise to shift any more than necessary. 
August Wenzinger, for example, calls this `movement economy'. In learning 
this, two problems confront [48] us, namely a) getting to target position 
exactly in tune, and b) finding our way in target position. Skill a) is best 
learned by sliding to the target position while bowing, that is, the shifting 
finger produces an audible glissando. Contrary to popular belief the frets do 
not make glissando impossible. Meanwhile we listen to the pitch and, when 
our ear tells us that target position is reached, we stop. 

The note reached by the shifting finger at the end of the shift we will call 
the guide note. In other words, our glissando goes from the starting note of 
the shifting finger to the guide note, and the interval covered equals the 



interval between starting position and target position. It is a good idea to 
memorise the intervals between the positions, that is: 

I to II : major second  
II to III : major second  
III to IV: major second  
I to III : major third 
I to IV : perfect fourth 

With this method we get a correlation between left hand and ear. As we 
become more adept, sliding speed is increased so that the glissando gets 
shorter and less audible. Finally we are capable of shifting to target position 
without bowing at all, so that the shift and, of course, the guide note become 
inaudible, which is the goal of the viol player, to whom audible glissandi are 
anathema. Systematic use of guide notes can be a great help in learning really 
difficult passages, as will be shown in the examples section. Skill b), on the 
other hand, is learned by playing `familiarisation passages' entirely in target 
position so that we get familiar with it. The glissando technique is extremely 
effective and a dependable feel for high positions is acquired much faster 
than one might think. It is wise to remember that the frets are a good help in 
localising the left hand, since our thumb stays in contact with these all the 
time. Examples of both familiarisation passages and the use of guide notes 
will be given in the examples section. 

Planning the attack - treble tactics 

A high passage must never come as a surprise. Even when sight-reading, a 
good player will keep a wary eye open for high passages looming ahead. It 
may turn out to be a good idea to work upwards by several small shifts in 
preparation for the high passage, even though the notes preceding it do not 
need shifting up by themselves. Not only must the player decide `I shall have 
to shift here' but also `I shall have to finger the passage like this' and finally `I 
want to end up in this position'. In other words, how a high passage is 
tackled depends not only on the passage itself but also on the notes it is 
surrounded by. One and the same passage can be fingered very differently 
indeed, as shown in example 1. More variants are quite possible. The last 
variant is typical of the sort of fingering one ends up with if taken by 
surprise. In such a situation one often simply sweeps one's hand down [49] 
until the left thumb hits wood and position IV is reached. To be sure, IV is 
easy to find and can be assumed quickly - but if the music that follows wants 
position I we are in trouble, because we have to get down gracefully again. 
Small shifts take less time than big ones, so that in a fast passage several small 
shifts may well be better than a single big one. 

 

 

 



Example 1 

 

In example 1 we have four different ways to finger a C major scale. All of 
them are quite usable, and which is employed depends on the surrounding 
notes in the piece. Variant a starts out in I. As a result no less than three 
shifts are necessary. This is reduced to two in variant b, and it may quite 
possibly be good tactics to assume position II even before starting out on the 
scale. Variant c is entirely in III and has no shifts at all, meaning that it can be 
played rather faster than variants a and b. It would thus be useful in a fast 
passage, but then it would be necessary to assume III before starting out on 
our scale passage. Variant d, finally, is entirely in IV, which in itself is quite 
feasible, though the fingers are rather crowded together. This position is the 
easiest one to assume, since the thumb hits the heel of the neck here. 

 
Examples 

The examples given below are taken both from consort pieces and from the 
solo literature. In the various examples the string to be used is marked in the 
classical manner by dots over the finger number, so that for example two 
dots over the figure 3 mean string two, finger 3. A composer who requires 
quite a bit of shifting is John Jenkins. Here I have chosen as examples some 
passages for treble 1 from his fantasies for two trebles and bass. 

[50] 
Example 2 

 

This example consists of some passages from fantasy no. 3 in G minor. 
This fantasy starts out in II, and in bar 2 comes a downshift by sliding on 
finger 3, which is also target finger. In bar 40 comes an upward shift done 



by crawling by contraction. The designation 2c means that finger 2 is in a 
contracted position in relation to the others. Arrows indicate shifts. Bar 50 
starts out in III, and in bar 51 comes a downward shift by sliding. The 
mechanics of the actual shift are shown separately on the side. This shift 
can be learned using a guide note as previously explained. 

Example 3 

 

Example 3 comes from the fantasy in E minor, no. 11, and consists of a 
short passage in III in bar 67, followed by a downward shift by sliding in 
bar 69. Note that finger 2 actually shifts from e" on the a' string to c' on the 
same string, which is a guide note and should be silent. Finger 3 on the d" 
sharp is actually in an extended position in relation to finger 2. 

Example 4 

 
[51] Example 4 consists of various passages from the fantasy in F, no. 16. 
This starts out in 1, after which comes an upward shift by sliding in bar 2 on 
finger 2, followed by a downward shift by sliding on finger 3. A rather similar 
operation is necessary in bars 19-21. In bar 35 comes an upward shift by 
sliding on finger 2, and that passage is finished by a shift of one fret by 
sliding on finger 1. In bar 76 we have a preparatory sliding shift on finger 2 in 
preparation for the high b" flat, followed by a downward shift on the same 
finger in bar 77. It is worth noting that many shifts are only ohe fret. There is 
one composer who really gives the treble player some knotty problems, 
namely Henry Purcell. Let us face it; Purcell is difficult and has to be studied 
with great care. In the following examples we will have quite a few 
opportunities to use guide notes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Example 5 
 

 
 
This example comes from the fantasy no. 1 in F. In bar 42 there is a jump 
which at first looks impossible. It is done by using g' on the c' string as a 
guide note, in that finger 2 shifts from e' on the c' string to g' on the same 
string. Our hand is then in a correct position, namely III, to play the jump 
from g" on the top d" string to the high c" on the same string. In bar 45 we 
have a high passage in III which is tackled by gripping in that while the open 
a' in bar 45 is sounding we shift to III (helped by the fret feel of the thumb) 
and are then prepared to start the high passage. We come down again with a 
downward sliding shift on finger 2 as shown on the side. 
 
Example 6 
 

 
This example from fantasy no. 2 in F also contains (bar 42) an impossible-
looking jump from f on the e' string to high c" on the top d" string. It is 
tackled by using [52] a' on the e' string as a guide note, as shown above. In 
bar 50 we have a rather big shift, namely from c' to f" on the a' string, using 
finger 2 and with the e" as a guide note. After this shift we are in III and can 
easily reach the top c" on the top d" string. This is a good example of a 
passage where the actual shift is done on one string and the target note is on 
another. 
 
Example 7 

 
This shows an upward sliding shift on finger 2 from c' to e" on the a' string. 
Note that even when you can do this passage well it does need some little 
time, which must be stolen from the starting c', otherwise we are in rhythmic 
difficulties. We will now pass to the solo literature, namely to one composer 
whose production is a real fingering gold-mine - Thomas Marc. Not only 



does he give unusually complete fingering indications, but he also uses 
fingering in a very creative and entirely musical manner. The examples are 
taken from his three sonatas, published in 1724, but unfortunately not 
available in a modern edition. They can, however, be obtained on microfilm 
from the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris. 
 
Example 8 

 
The passages in this example are taken from Marc's sonata in F for treble viol 
and continuo. The sonata requires a great deal of dexterity in higher positions 
and merits very close study. In bar 3 begins a passage in III which is gripped. 
It is followed by two downward slides, both on finger 3. In bar 18 comes a 
longish fast passage entirely in III, and we do not go down again until bar 20. 
This passage can be played fast without much difficulty and is an excellent 
familiarisation [53] passage for position III. In bar 32 comes a gripped 
passage in 11, preparatory to a string-crossing passage in bar 33, where we 
gradually work down to I with a downward shift by extension, that is, finger 
1 is extended downward to b' flat on the a' string, after which the other 
fingers follow suit, a classical example of downward shift by extension. 
 
Example 9 

 
Example 9 is taken from one of the most fascinating pieces of the entire solo 
treble literature, namely Louis Heudelinne's `Cloches ou Carillon' from the D 
minor suite in his second book. Not only is it musically interesting, like many 
pieces of this type, but it poses technical demands of a calibre not often seen. 
Like the Purcell jumps the one in bar 5 looks impossible but is not. It is best 
tackled by sliding finger 1 from the beginning d' on the c' string to e' on the 
same string, after which we are in position for the double-stopped passage, 
which further offers the technical challenge of a double-stopped downshift. 
In bar 11 we have a classical example of an upward shift by contraction; 



while finger 2 stays on the f" sharp it has just played finger 1 contracts to play 
the g' in bar 11. The other fingers then follow suit and we are ready to play 
on. In bar 43 comes a gripped passage in IV which is much easier than it 
looks. The one difficulty is getting down gracefully, which is done by sliding 
down on finger 1 on the a' string from e" flat to b' flat after which the c' can 
be played in I. After a bit of practice the player is no longer aware of the 
guide note b' flat on finger 1, but thinks of the whole operation as a direct 
gripping of the c' with finger 2. In bars 84 to 86 there [54] is a really high 
passage entirely in IV, which is not really difficult since there is time to 
assume position and there are no shifts in the passage itself. Downward 
return can best be done by gripping position I in the middle of bar 86 and 
proceeding from there. In bar 104 there is melodically weird passage in 
what is known in Germany as `Zigeuner-moll', that is, gipsy minor. There is 
no doubt that it should sound as written, and a small upshift by contraction 
is necessary for this.  
 
Conclusion 

This essay makes no pretence to having said all there is to know about 
high positions and shifting on the treble. Much more can undoubtedly be 
done and probably will. Very possibly new literature will emerge that will 
pose fresh demands on our technique. Who knows - maybe some treble 
virtuosi will appear? The above is merely an attempt to put down on paper 
the most elementary principles for reasonably advanced treble-viol playing. 
Note that so far nothing has been said about bowing, which remains to be 
treated. Others may not agree with what I have written. If so they are 
welcome to protest! A healthy discussion can only benefit treble-viol 
playing. 



[55] 

A SEVEN-STRING BASS VIOL  
BY MICHEL COLICHON 

DIETRICH KESSLER 

A few years ago a late seventeenth-century French bass viol was brought to 
me which contained the handwritten label `Michel Colichon a Paris 1691'. 
The instrument had obviously been dropped and had sustained extensive 
damage to the right bottom bout of the front and bottom ribs, and was no 
longer a useful artefact, even to hang on a wall. I showed it to a number of 
colleagues from England, Germany, Switzerland and France who were all as 
excited about it as I was. Hundreds of hours were spent examining and 
discussing every detail before an exact drawing of it was completed and the 
viol itself restored back into perfect playing condition. Neither of these two 
objectives could have been achieved without the unstinting help and 
collaboration of friends. 

Hardly anything is known about Michel Colichon (also Collichon) apart 
from the fact that he worked in Paris during the second half of the 
seventeenth century. One source mentions two viols dated 1683 and 1693, 
while another just states that he made `Viols, Gambas and Pochettes'.1 
According to the entry in the latest volume of Lutgendorff Michel Colichon 
had a shop in the Rue de la Harpe and his viols were held in such high 
esteem that some of France's foremost virtuosi - players like Jean Rousseau, 
Sieur de Machy and Sainte-Colombe - were his customers.2 

It has been suggested that Colichon may have been the teacher of Nicolas 
Bertrand who worked in Paris between 1685 and 1730. Although there are 
similarities in the style of their work, there are also marked differences. A 
great deal of research will have to be done before one can be certain that 
these similarities are not just the result of their proximity. 

At present we know with certainty of only seven instruments by Colichon, 
one pardessus de viole and six bass viols. The six-string pardessus is in the 
Germanisches National-Museum in Nurnberg, and although it is not dated, it 
is probably the earliest known pardessus ever made. This instrument has a 
one piece back, but the front is made from four pieces which were most 
probably bent to form the arching. The six bass viols are as follows: 

Location Owner Date Size of body 
Paris Musee Instrumental de Paris 1683  small, c. 67 cm. 
Milan Museo degli Strumenti Musicali, 1687  small, c. 67 cm. 
 Castello Sforzesco  
Italy Private property 1688  small, c. 67 cm. 
Bochum Sammlung Grumbt im Schloss 1689  large, c. 70 cm. 
 Kemnade  

[56] 
London Private property 1691 large, c. 70 cm.  

                                                           
1 R. Vannes: Dictionnaire Universel des Lutbiers (Brussels, 1951), 65; W. Henley: Universal 

Dictionary of Violin and Bow Makers (Brighton, 1959), 245 
2 W. von Lütgendorff: Die Geigen and Lautenmacber, Ergänzungsband 3 (Tutzing, 1990), 103 



Geneva Musée d'Instruments anciens 1693 large, c. 70 cm. 
 De Music 

If any reader knows or hears of other instruments by Michel Colichon I 
would be very interested to have as many details as possible. In common 
with many of my colleagues who know his work, I regard Colichon as one 
of the finest makers of his time, and any information which helps to expand 
our knowledge in this field would be greatly appreciated. 

The 1691 bass viol which is the subject of this article has a back of 
walnut which has a very slight figure sloping down steeply from the centre 
joint. There is a pin with a diameter of c. 3 mm. in the button, probably for 
locating the neck during construction, but otherwise it is completely plain. 
The ribs are made of fruitwood, most probably cherry, and vary in height 
between 12.6 cm. and 12.9 cm. They are mitered at the corners, as one 
would expect, and at the bottom there is evidence that at a previous 
restoration an endpin had been fitted. 

The front of this instrument, like the fronts of the other Colichon 
basses, is made up of five pieces of wood which were bent. In this case the 
material is spruce of medium-wide grain. (This is in sharp contrast to 
Nicolas Bertrand who carved the fronts on all the viols of his I have seen.) 
There is a single line of purfling round the outside of the viol and a central 
ornament below the end of the finger-board, both of which are painted. 
The purfling line is of a brownish purple colour which is edged on each side 
with a thin line of gold paint partly covering the purple line. It looks 
therefore just like ordinary purfling of gold/brownish purple/gold, except 
where there has been some wear and only the brownish purple line remains. 
The central ornament which is a heart surrounded by a wreath is executed 
in the same manner: dark varnish which is then edged with a fine line of 
gold paint. 

There are quite a number of impressions on the front where the bridge 
has been placed at one time or another, of which the most extreme are 
separated by no less than 6 cm. During the course of the recent restoration 
it was decided not to stand the bridge in line with the bottom of the C holes 
(as depicted in so many pictures) even though the sound post could then 
have been placed in the centre of the sound post plate of the back. We had 
discovered a fine pin prick in the middle of the front's centre stave, about 
two thirds down from the top of the C holes (39.2 cm. measured over the 
arching from the neck). Right through this pin prick, at right angles to the 
viol's top to bottom axis, is what appears to be a pencil line under the 
varnish. This place was obviously important to the maker or he would not 
have marked it so deliberately with a pin prick and pencil line, and as it is 
well within the previously mentioned bridge impressions on the front, we 
felt justified in assuming that it might have indicated the original bridge 
position. This produced a string length of almost 72 cm. 

Considering that the instrument is almost 300 years old, it is in remarkably  
[57] pure condition: only the neck (with most of the peg box) the finger 
board and the fittings had been replaced. These replacements were made 
sometime in the 1920s at the Dolmetsch workshops, probably because of 
worm damage to the original service wood neck. Fortunately the worm did 
not get as far as the head which is a carving of remarkably high quality. It 



represents a man's head with a headband and looks very much like anyone's 
idea of a pirate. Three stylised carved leaves on the sides and the back 
connect this head to an otherwise totally plain peg box. Although the new 
neck and finger board were the same size as those on the 1693 Colichon bass 
in Geneva, it was decided to renew them yet again because the wood used 
(walnut) was not correct and also the standard Dolmetsch peg box bore no 
resemblance to a Colichon pegbox. When this second neck was sawn off near 
the body, and the front taken off the ribs, it became apparent that this 
instrument was built without a separate top block. In its place, and still 
present, is the bottom end of the original neck, which protrudes into the 
inside of the body (See Plate 4). Although we do not know exactly how 
Colichon built his viols the order of construction must have been something 
like this: 1) he had a back, with the slope already formed, to which 2) the ribs 
were glued. These joints were then reinforced with linen tape before 3) the 
bottom end of the neck was glued on to the back, and the ribs to the sides of 
this neck block. These last two somewhat flimsy joints were then 
strengthened on each side by the addition of wooden wedges (Cedrela 
odorata). 

This type of neck attachment is of course well known on early violins and 
cellos made in places as far apart as Saxony and Oxford, or Mirecourt and 
Amsterdam, before being gradually replaced by a system of having a separate 
top block, to which later on a neck is fastened. There is evidence that Jacob 
Stainer (1621-1683) constructed his viols without a separate top block and of 
course Nicolas Bertrand appears to have used the same method as Colichon 
on all his viols. (In England, as far as I know, all viol makers used separate 
top blocks.) 

The two piece back is made from more or less quarter-cut walnut and is 
finished on the inside with a toothing plane only. The thickness round the 
edge is a fairly uniform 3.2 mm. which increases to 3.5 mm. for most of the 
remaining areas except for a thick spot of 4 mm. below the right C hole. The 
centre joint and the break are covered with 2 cm. wide parchment strips most 
of which appear to be from the same manuscript and are covered in faded 
black and red lettering. It was amusing to discover some barely visible knife 
cuts on the inside of the back, corresponding exactly to the width of these 
parchment strips which suggests that Colichon cut up the manuscript with a 
ruler and knife and used the viol back as support. This is just the sort of 
thing a maker in a hurry might do when his work bench is cluttered up. 
Another interesting feature of the back are scorch marks which cover most 
of the inside area. It looks as if a red hot iron of about 1.5 cm. in width had 
been pushed up and down. A friend suggested that this was a method used to 
protect timber against attacks of woodworm, having seen beams in old 
houses treated in just such a manner. Whatever one may think [58] of this 
theory, there is not a trace of woodworm in the walnut, which is normally 
very prone to such infestations, whereas the soundpost plate of spruce 
which had not been scorched has suffered considerably. This plate which is 
the only bar across the back is 6.8 cm. wide and a uniform 4 mm. thick; it is 
made of quartercut spruce and is bevelled on all four sides. Its position was 
carefully marked before it was glued to the back and the pencil lines are still 
visible on each side. There are some faint impressions where earlier sound 



posts had been placed but nothing definite can be deduced from these 
which would throw more light on the vexed question of bridge positioning. 

The ribs are finished on the inside, just like the back, with a toothing 
plane only and they vary in thickness from 1.3 mm. to 1.6 mm. There are 
no wooden blocks in the corners, only strips of parchment. The bottom 
block is of cedar, it is quite small (6.5 cm. wide and 1.3 cm. thick) and is 
bevelled to reduce weight as much as possible. The joins of the ribs and the 
back are reinforced with linen tape which is glued all round the instrument, 
even round the bottom block. At the top of the ribs are linings of spruce, 
about 1 cm. wide, designed to increase the gluing surface for the front. 

The most damaged part of this viol, when we first saw it, was its front. 
(See Plate 3) Apart from the shattered right bottom bout there was worm 
damage near the bridge feet and cracks in the sound post and bass bar 
areas, which had weakened it and caused it to sink and distort under the 
pressure of the strings. Some attempt had been made at an earlier time to 
repair this damage, but it was very crudely done and totally ineffective. 
Luckily however, the original bass bar was still there. It is very long (56.2 
cm.), quite thin (6.5 mm.) and also quite deep (2 cm.) under the bridge, but 
the most surprising aspect of it is its position. With bent fronts which are 
made up of five (or seven) pieces, one usually finds that the bass bar is 
glued exactly over one of the joints. In this viol however, the bar starts 
almost in the middle of the centre stave at the top, crosses the joint in the 
bridge area and finishes about one third across the next stave at the bottom. 
This acute angle is quite surprising and unusual, but Colichon seems to 
have been consistent, as the drawings of his 1683 bass viol and the 
pardessus show the bass bars placed in a similar position. Both ends were 
neatly covered with linen patches, but when these were removed some burn 
marks at the ends of the bar and on the front were revealed. One possible 
explanation for these is that the ends might have become loose again after 
the bar had been glued in. In order to rectify this, Colichon could have put 
some more glue in the gap and dried it quickly by applying heat with a hot 
iron. This would have produced a strong bond, but for added safety the 
linen patches were added. All the joints of the five staves are covered with 
parchment and a further four strips reinforce the areas immediately above 
and below the C holes. Two more strips are glued across the centre stave 
just by the top and bottom blocks. 

The whole of the front is very thin, on average no more than 2.6 mm. 
The thinnest place is one small area of 1.7 mm. and the thickest, equally 
small, is 3.4 [59] mm. The inside surface is just as Colichon left it, still showing 
the long strokes he made with a small plane, which had a very slightly curved 
cutter. There is no evidence of any scraping or sanding afterwards to adjust the 
thicknesses. Considering that he had only very simple measuring tools, it is 
amazing that he achieved such a high degree of accuracy as for the most part 
the variation in thickness is less than one millimetre. 

Having examined this viol very closely one is left with the impression that it 
was made by a very highly skilled professional craftsman who knew exactly 
what he was doing. I believe he worked very quickly and wasted no time on 
unnecessary details, and the handling of his tools and materials was quite 
excellent. He produced an instrument which is in all aspects and proportions 



highly pleasing to the eye. It has a rich and full sound in all registers and 
responds to the lightest touch of the bow. It is very pleasing that Michel 
Colichon gained high recognition from the people who mattered in his own 
life time. 
NOTES 
1. R. Vannes: Dictionnaire Universel des Lutbiers (Brussels, 1951), 65; W. Henley: Universal 

Dictionary of Violin and Bow Makers (Brighton, 1959), 245 
2. W. von Lütgendorff: Die Geigen and Lautenmacber, Ergänzungsband 3 (Tutzing, 1990), 103 

Appendix 1 

Principal Meausurements in cm.  

i) Front length 71.1 measured 
 width: top bout 34.4  

 centre bout         24.7 over 
 bottom bout         41.2 arching 

ii) Back length 74.6  
 width: top bout 33.7  
 centre bout 24.2  
 bottom bout 41.3  
iii) Neck length 31.8  
iv) String length (bridge at 39.2 from neck) 71.7  
v) Rib height: near neck 7.2  
 centre 12.8  
 near bottom block 12.9  

Appendix 2 

Summary of restoration work 

After opening the viol all cracks in front and ribs were repaired and secured 
with wooden studs or parchment as necessary. The bass bar was taken out in 
one [62] (60-61 = pictures) piece and a plaster cast was made of the outside of 
the distorted belly. All the areas where the front had sunk showed up as bumps 
in the cast which were scraped down until a perfect negative arching was 
achieved. The distorted front was then pressed into the corrected plaster 
mould with hot sand bags, until it regained and kept its original shape again. 
The worm damage and cracks near the bridge feet had to be repaired and filled 
from the outside and strengthened from the inside by letting two egg-shaped 
patches into the wood. These were finished to thicknesses the belly used to be 
in these areas. As the old bass bar obviously did not fit the restored belly any 
more, some wood was fitted and glued to the gluing surface of the bar, and this 
in turn was fitted to the front. The result is that we still have the original bass 
bar in its original position, but about 3.5 mm. deeper just under the bridge. All 
original linen or parchment which had to be removed to facilitate repairs was 
glued back in the same places again. The whole of the front was half-edged as 
it had become very thin and damaged. 

A new pegbox of service wood (sorbus terminalis) was grafted into the 
carved head at the same place as before (retaining the top peg hole), and 
shaped like the one on the 1693 bass in Geneva. The neck was attached to the 
remains of the original neck still in the viol by means of a tapered dovetail. The 



fingerboard and tailpiece were made of service wood and veneered with ebony 
on the top surface. The tailpin is also of servicewood, but stained black. We 
have copied measurements, such as neck thicknesses and so on from other 
originals and have tried to reproduce Colichon's style of work wherever 
possible. 
 

[60] 
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[63] 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

 
Dear Editor, 

`Two more English sources with chansons' 
 

I should be grateful of the opportunity to discuss two manuscript sources 
which have been overlooked in a recent study, and in the process reveal new 
information about one of the sources. Both sources (with some additional 
titles) escaped notice in Jane A. Bernstein: `An Index of Polyphonic 
Chansons in English Manuscript Sources, c. 1530-1640', RMA Research 
Chronicle, xxi (1988), 21-36. 

The first source, GB-Cfm MU MS 734 (formerly 24 E 13-17), has been 
discussed in print on a number of occasions when reference has been made 
to the two chansons it includes. Comprising a set of five Jacobean part-
books, missing one volume, this source was first discussed in print by 
Thurston Dart (see `The Repertory of the Royal Wind Music', The Galpin 
Society Journal, xi (1958), 70-77), who named the title and composer of one 
of its chansons (cited at no. 2 below). Some time later, I identified the main 
hand in this source (a hand which has also copied the two chansons) as the 
same one which appears in two other Jacobean sources (see my article `A 
Rediscovered Source of English Consort Music', Chelys, v (1973-1974), 3-6). 
To the details supplied there may be added the appearance of this same hand 
in another early seventeenth-century English source, GB-Och Mus. MSS 56-
60 on ff. 131v, and 211v-212v (numbers from first part-book). In a recent 
article, I have identified the other chanson in Cfm MU. MS 734 as a new one 
by Alfonso Ferrabosco the Elder (see `The Origin of Alfonso Ferrabosco the 
Elder's Six-Part Fantasia C224', Chelys, xvi (1987), 12-15). The two 
chansons in the: Cambridge part-books appear in the first layer of the source, 
and like the Italian madrigals and Latin motets with which they are copied, 
are without text underlay, though they do have titles. The chansons in this 
source include: 

1. No. 13, "Sur la rossee" [=Sur la rousee fault alter or Sur la rousee m'y fault 
aller] (6vv.). The attribution to `AF: seigr', found only in the bass part, has 
been erased and is barely visible. The same piece with all parts intact appears 
without text underlay in GB-Lbl Add. MS 31390, ff. 15v-16, where it has no 
title but is attributed `qd alfoncius' and `qd alfoncies'. 
2. No. 18, "Mon coeur" [=Mon coeur se recommande a vous] (5vv.). 
Attributed to `Orlando di Lasso', the work was first published in RISM L 764 
(1560). 

The second source overlooked in Bernstein's article is GB-Lbl Add. MS 
31438. This source comprises the printed tenor volumes of RISM 155311, 
155324 and 155325 bound with manuscript folios at the rear; the foliation 
commences in the first printed volume and the manuscript material appears 
on ff. 50-85v. Until [64] now it does not seem to have been realised that the 
manuscript was partly copied in the sixteenth century. The appearance of 
the year `1660' on f. 75v has encouraged the view that all of the manuscript 



music in this source was copied after this year.1 However, there are two 
hands in this source, and they copied their respective pieces of music many 
decades apart. In the sixteenth century, the first hand to add music to these 
manuscript folios copied sixteen numbered motets and chansons2 by 
Lassus, Rore and Sylvius on ff. 53-63. Much later in the next century, the 
second hand copied mid-seventeenth-century instrumental works on ff. 50-
52v, and 63v-85v, besides adding instrumental music to the foot of folios 
53v, 55 and 56, ones where most of the music was copied by the first hand. 
The chansons copied by the first hand comprise a single part of the 
following works: 

1. f.53, no. 1, "A toy, mon Dieu" (?5vv.) by `Conradus Sylvius'; underlaid. 2. 
f. 60v, no. 11, "Le ros[s]ignol plaisant" (5vv.) [Orlande de Lassus]; title only. 
The work was first published in RISM L 764 (1560). 
3. f. 61, no. 12, "Secour moy, ma damme" (5vv.) [Orlande de Lassus]; title 
only. The work was first published in Livre de meslanges, contenant six vingq 
chansons, des plus rarer, (Paris, 1560); not cited in RISM. 
4. f. 61v, no. 13, "Mon cueur se recommand a vous" (5vv.) by `Orlando D. 
Lassus'; title only. The work was first published in RISM L 764 (1560). 
5. f. 62, no. 14, "Susanne ung four d'amor sollicitee" (5vv.) by `Orlando de 
Lassus'; title only. The work was first published in RISM L 764 (1560). 

RICHARD CHARTERIS  
Music Department  

University of Sydney  
NSW 2006 

Australia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

[65] 
                                                           

1 Both the catalogue of music manuscripts in the British Museum (now British Library) 
compiled by Augustus Hughes-Hughes (London, 1909), and the more recent Harvester 
Microform description of this source, subscribe to the view that the music was copied after 
1660. 

2 One work consists of four separate parts and these are allocated two numbers in the 
sequence 1-16. 



ROBERT DONINGTON (1907-1990)  
Reminiscences and notes 

RICHARD NICHOLSON 

Robert Donington and I became friends when we both went as freshmen 
to Queens College, Oxford in 1925. Our rooms happened to be on the same 
staircase and as I passed Robert's door my attention was sometimes attracted 
by rather unusual musical sounds which proved to be coming from a bass 
viol. Robert, as a Haslemere resident, had attended the first festivals. He was 
very enthusiastic and persuasive about it all and this resulted in my joining 
him for my first viol lessons in Haslemere during the Christmas vacation. 
This was also the time when Marco Pallis was pioneering consort playing in 
his home town, Liverpool. He came down to encourage our efforts in 
Oxford and was soon inviting us to join him and his players in Liverpool. 
The English Consort was to grow eventually out of these very early 
endeavours. 

From the late twenties until the outbreak of war in 1939 Robert was 
chiefly active as an early music instrumentalist, violinist as well as violist. But 
at the opposite pole as it were, and arousing dark thoughts in Haslemere of a 
dangerous lurch from the straight and narrow way, there was also Wagner. In 
those years of rather meagre opera performance in England we did at least 
have the short spring season at Covent Garden with its annual two rounds of 
`The Ring' and one or two other Wagner productions. Unforgettable names 
come to mind: Bruno Walter, Frieda Leider, Lotte Lehman, Lauritz Melchior. 
Scarcely recognised at the time, these occasions which we shared frequently 
were to stimulate Robert's second leading musical interest in life, writing 
about opera and its history and its meaning. 

Robert had been given a Leverhulme grant for study of the consort 
repertoire. He did useful preliminary investigation in this field and can claim 
the distinction, I think, of being the first to propose an attribution for the 
Gibbons six-part fantasies, till then existing without attribution in Christ 
Church, Oxford. He was overtaken by Ernst Meyer whose Die mehrstimmige 
Spielmusik des XV11 Jahrhunderts was published in 1934. (Meyer's work was 
invaluable and indispensable for copyists of viol music over many years. 
However, we all know who, with tireless energy, persistence and orderly 
mindedness, carried these labours of his precursors to a definitive conclusion. 
To the lasting shame of our musical establishment Our Man still goes 
unrewarded in the public eye. The private appreciation of viol players world 
wide is of course another matter.) 

The war saw the end of the first phase of the English Consort's activities. 
With the consort in abeyance Robert went on to read for a musical degree in 
Oxford which led to contacts with musical personalities such as R.O. Morris, 
H.K. Andrews and Egon Wellesz. As early as 1932 he had written a short 
account of [66] Arnold Dolmetsch's message for the musical world, The 
Work and Ideas of Arnold Dolmetsch, which showed imagination and talent for 
writing on musical matters. In course of time he developed these talents in 
articles in The Grove Dictionary and in a text book entitled The Instruments of 
Music which took for granted the existence of various early instruments 



along side the accepted modern instruments. He started visiting the USA as 
a lecturer in 1961 and was appointed professor of music at Iowa University 
in 1964. During these years he was putting together what could at that stage 
be regarded as an updating of Arnold Dolmetsch's Interpretation of the Music 
of the XVII and XVIII Centuries published in 1915. The first edition of this 
new work, entitled The Interpretation of Early Music, appeared in 1963 and 
placed Donington firmly on the map as a musicologist. Already in 1965 a 
second edition was called for. A revised edition came out in 1974 which was 
reprinted in 1975 and 1977. Last year The Interpretation was issued in 
paperback with a considerable amount of fresh material, in particular 
embodying Donington's personal views and mature thought on the most 
general aspects and implications of the Early Music revival. The author used 
to say that among friends and students The Interpretation was affectionately 
known as `the fat book'. A paperback of 766 pages looks fit to burst; 
perhaps better split and bind it in two volumes as it is likely to be in for 
some very hard wear. Nothing is likely to replace a classic of that order for 
many a long year. 

In the context of this journal Robert's studies in opera may not seem 
altogether relevant, but they should be included as they cover ground close 
to his heart and represent an important and very considerable achievement. 
The Rise of Opera, a thoroughly researched account of the earliest stages of 
the art-form in question, with significant insights into the neo-Platonic 
currents of the time, is a basic work. Concerned with history of facts and 
ideas, it is also concerned with performance and revival; a multi-faceted task 
which Robert was particularly suited to carry through. Earlier on a Richard 
Wagner study had appeared entitled Wagner's Ring and its Symbols seen from 
the angle of Jungian thought and containing many observations on the 
vexed question of the production of Wagner operas today. On the last 
occasion I was with Robert he told me he had just finished reading the 
proofs of what must now, sad to say, be a posthumous work, on symbolism 
in opera. The case for maintaining in production on stage the actual, visible 
expressions of Wagner's imagination as laid down so explicitly in his stage 
directions will surely be argued once again in this new book. 

By way of conclusion I cannot do better than endorse the well chosen 
words of Winton Dean writing in the Independent: `Donington was quite 
unlike the narrow, dry-as-dust specialist of popular repute. He was 
completely free of odium musicologicum and never attempted to indulge in 
personal backbiting. He was prepared to learn from his critics and change 
his mind if necessary. His openminded and practical approach has had a 
healthy influence on the whole field of musical performance'. 
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MARCO PALLIS (1895-1989) 
 

IAN GAMMIE AND RICHARD NICHOLSON 

Few people played such a prominent part in the twentieth-century revival 
of interest in the viola da gamba and its music as did Marco Pallis, an 
honorary member of the Viola da Gamba Society who died in June 1989, 
aged 93. The man himself was in many ways an embodiment of the 
polymath Renaissance ideal, being a writer on a wide range of religious and 
metaphysical subjects, a composer, musician, mountaineer, traveller and 
translator. Few people were aware of the huge scope of his vision and 
interests, yet all who met him were enriched by his wisdom and experience. 

Born of Greek parentage in Liverpool, where his father was a prominent 
member of the business community, Marco grew up in a family that was 
open to a wide variety of cultural influences. His father, well-known in 
literary and scholarly circles, had made the first translation of the New 
Testament into modern Greek. Family business travels meant that Marco's 
brothers and sisters were born in India. After schooling at Harrow, he 
volunteered for ambulance service in the Balkan War of 1912-13, and was 
wounded during the First World War while serving with the Grenadier 
Guards on the Western Front. 

At an early age Marco had been keenly interested in the music of Bach. 
From 1919, while studying botany at Liverpool University, he developed 
this interest through contact with Arnold Dolmetsch. It was not long 
before Richard Nicholson together with Margaret and Robert Donnington 
were travelling up from Oxford to join Marco Pallis and Betty Goble for 
regular sessions of viol music in Liverpool (using original instruments of 
course). From these beginnings the English Consort of Viols was eventually 
to be formed in the 1930s, with several pre-war recitals in the Wigmore Hall 
and at other venues around the country. 

Marco's proselytizing zeal for the viol and its repertoire led him to see 
that new instruments would be needed for the movement to expand; to this 
end he financed the building of a workshop for Arnold Dolmetsch at 
Haslemere in the 1920s and he took an important role in propagating the 
work of Dolmetsch both through the Haslemere Festival and in the making 
of early instruments. A.D. was not always an easy man to work with, but 
where others might have been alienated, Marco always looked beyond the 
problems of the moment, retaining an unwavering enthusiasm for the 
extraordinary vision of the one man who, already at the beginning of the 
century had foreseen all that would be required to make possible the wide-
ranging early music activities of today. Latterly, Marco always described him 
as a `musical sage'. 

From Betty Goble's brother, Marco acquired a keen interest in climbing 
and after gaining experience in Britain and in the Alps he organised 
expeditions to the Himalayas in 1933 and 1936. Marco set new standards - 
and not just in the [68] world of climbing - for the consideration he gave to 
the native culture of the porters and sherpas who provided the muscle 
power for these expeditions. His first book Peaks and Lamas (1939) gives 
graphic accounts of these adventures which were planned with the dual 



purpose of mountaineering combined with study of the art and culture of 
India and Tibet. 

Through his encounters with Tibetan culture, at that time a living 
survival of a spiritual outlook not seen in Europe since the Middle Ages, 
Marco adopted Tibetan Buddhism in 1936. This was not in the sense of a 
`conversion' - a term he would not happily have used himself. Rather it was 
an essential spiritual framework which he absorbed as a way of life, a 
structure within which to acquire and propagate wisdom, knowledge and 
spiritual strength. 

The Second World War saw him doing social work in Liverpool. There 
was time for translations from the works of René Guenon, a controversial 
French orientalist whose role, in a much wider field, was to put the cat 
among the pigeons very much as Arnold Dolmetsch had done in music. A 
return to Tibet in 1947 (once again in the company of Richard Nicholson) 
led to a further stay in India for study and the writing of a book for 
Tibetans in the Tibetan language, taking its lead from the note of warning 
sounded in the testament of the XIIIth Dalai Lama as to the imminent 
threat of cultural conflict between the modern world and the Tibetan way 
of life. All too sadly these threats became a reality with the Chinese invasion 
of 1950. 

His return to England in 1951 led to a re-birth of the English Consort of 
Viols, with concerts in many parts of the country and a particularly `golden' 
age in the 1960s and 70s, which saw three tours to the USA and 
appearances at most of the major British festivals. One of Marco's favorite 
stories, always told with a twinkling eye, was of an impromptu concert on 
board ship to New York when the English Consort shared a programme 
with the resident Palm Court ensemble. The Consort played Ferrabosco, 
the Palm Court band rendered a Puccini selection, and two Italian 
composers were united across the ages and across the oceans. The audience 
dozed contentedly in their plush arm-chairs! 

Throughout this period Marco was deeply involved, through the Tibet 
Society, with the Tibetan catastrophe: he became widely revered as adviser 
and friend of many of the expatriates. Further books and essays were 
written, including The Way and the Mountain (1960) and A Buddhist Spectrum 
(1980). 

It was also at this time that he used his collection of original instruments 
to endow players of the younger generation with good instruments, a policy 
of generosity and far-sightedness for which so many players will be for ever 
grateful. His role as teacher and critic was also inestimable; no player who 
submitted to his scrutiny will forget the acuteness of his observation, the 
clarity of his explanation when an ornament or articulation did not meet the 
highest standards, the encouragement he gave to all who sought a greater 
insight into the music. His ideals are still an inspiration for the present 
members of the English Consort of Viols. [69]  

Early ambitions to write an opera did not reach fruition, though the 
composition for baritone voice and orchestra based on his brother's poem 
`Nocturne de 1'Ephemere' has its origin in these projects. From 1980 onwards 
Marco devoted almost all his working time to composing an opera based on 
the life of the Tibetan sage Mila Repa. Other compositions include a string 



quartet first performed and recorded by the Salomon Quartet, sets of divisions 
on a ground for viol and continuo written for various members of the English 
Consort of Viols, and a set of German part-songs. 

For Marco Pallis only the highest goals were worth striving for, the only way 
to attain them was through the marriage of wisdom and method (the title of 
one of his essays). Those who knew him will always carry those ideals with 
them through all walks of their lives. 



[70] 
REVIEWS 

PLAY THE VIOL - The Complete Guide to Playing the Treble, Tenor and Bass 
Viol. Alison Crum with Sonia Jackson. (Early Music Series 10, Oxford 
University Press, 1989). £25. 

Knowing that a new tutor was `in the pipeline' I have been looking 
forward to seeing this book in print. It is much more than a tutor; as its 
subtitle suggests, it is a compendium of virtually all the information a 
relative newcomer to the instrument will need to know. As its flyleaf says `it 
assumes no knowledge beyond the ability to read music, but takes players 
through to an advanced standard.' Indeed it is very much geared to the 
amateur player with little experience. There are roughly forty pages each 
spent on starting the viol, more advanced techniques, repertoire, and 
miscellaneous matters such as practising, ensemble playing, performing, 
buying a viol and useful appendices. 

It is written in a straightforward style and contains a wealth of helpful 
hints for the beginner. The photographs are excellent, showing the detail of 
bow holds and finger positions. I was particularly impressed with the clarity 
of the photograph showing the different types of string. There are copious 
illustrations and musical examples, the latter being exercises or extracts 
from the repertoire used primarily to illustrate technical points. Those 
expecting to find additional simple playing material, as found in other 
published tutors, are guided elsewhere. I found the pasted in musical 
examples disturbingly large - in some cases in my copy the staves 
disappeared into the spine of the book. It was particularly disturbing not to 
have the examples relating to the text on the same page, which happened 
too frequently for comfort. Reduction in the size of the music examples 
might have helped in some cases. 

The author sensibly is not dogmatic about technical points such as bow 
holds and treble viol fingering, which can cause contentious discussion. 
Alison Crum teaches the generally accepted method of bow hold, but 
equally mentions and illustrates other holds which may suit certain 
circumstances or styles. Equally, the chromatic treble fingering is given in 
the opening examples, though the advantages of the violin-like diatonic 
method are pointed out. In the section for beginners logically I would have 
liked the paragraph on basic string crossing (one of the most difficult 
problems for beginners) to have come earlier, certainly before the more 
advanced techniques of barring and chord fingering, which of themselves 
necessarily entail the crossing of strings! For the beginner viol player with a 
knowledge of playing a modern string instrument some mention early on of 
the essential basic differences in style, for example on the question of 
slurring, articulation and vibrato, might have been useful. 

Musical considerations are equally as important as technical ones in the 
book. The importance of tuning, playing in tune and making a good sound 
are continually stressed. In particular, I found the novel approach of 
illustrating the differing degrees of articulation and the shaping of a phrase 
by simple diagrams [71] refreshing and much more telling than words. 
Sections encouraging the player to learn alternative clefs and to practise 



playing from facsimile are usefully included in the chapter on `Improving 
your Technique'. 

In the chapter `Exploring the Viol Repertoire' which outlines the varied 
literature for the viol many helpful performing hints and teaching points are 
given; here again playing musically continues to be stressed. Examples on 
how to phrase a bass continuo part and hints on accompanying the voice are 
given in the continuo section. As well as information on extemporising 
divisions Alison Crum gives several examples of exercises in Simpson's The 
Division Violas well as analysing some awkward passages from his preludes 
and divisions. This pattern is taken up in the section on sonatas, arias and 
chamber music where specific passages from Telemann and Bach sonatas are 
fingered and bowed. These, together with the excellent sections on the 
French style and the lyra viol are lessons in themselves. 

However, I felt that the opening part of this chapter, on consort music, 
could have benefitted with more information along the lines of the 
subsequent sections. The majority of people, when starting the viol are keen 
to play with others in consort and it is perhaps this element which is new to 
them more than baroque solo styles. How to tune in consort is dealt with, the 
differing characteristics of the dance forms analysed, and how to ornament a 
part. Perhaps more information on the fantasy, its main composers and its 
development (including the function of the organ in later fantasies) could 
have been included. A useful chapter on `Viols and Bows' gives advice on 
buying a viol, the different types and size of viol and an excellent section on 
maintenance. (It was a pity that the only mention of choice of pitch in the 
book is to be found amongst a brief paragraph on choice of strings). 

An appendix on tuning by Elizabeth Liddle is one of the simplest and 
clearest expositions of the theory of the complex subject of tuning and 
temperament that I have read. Although it is important for the viol player to 
understand the principles of true tuning and to be aware of them in consort 
playing as well as when playing with an unequally tempered keyboard 
instrument, I doubt whether all but the most advanced and experienced of 
consorts will venture into the realms of split and angled frets! It is here that 
advice on listening to exposed major chords and on flattening the major third 
(in particular on final chords of a consort) would have been welcomed by the 
average reader. The book concludes with some useful addresses and a good 
selection of easily available published music for the viol. Perhaps a rough 
guide to difficulty could have been added, as players often ask for advice on 
this when browsing through music. 

Although £25 might seem a lot to pay for 170 pages, it is so full of good, 
down-to-earth advice and technical help that every beginner or inexperienced 
player will find in it a wealth of information. Its cost is, after all, only the 
equivalent of a couple of lessons! 

IAN GRAHAM-JONES 

[72] 
Paul Doe (ed.): `Elizabethan Consort Music: II, Musica Britannica, xlv (London, 
Stainer and Bell, 1988). £49. 



This much-delayed and long-awaited volume (the introduction is dated 
1984) completes the project initiated by Musica Britannica xliv, published in 
1979. The aim, to quote Paul Doe, is to collect all the `contrapuntal music by 
composers working in England during the reign of Elizabeth I; which survives 
only without text, and was clearly used in that form for consort performance, 
even though it may originally have been designed as a text setting; which 
survives complete, or complete enough to make reconstruction and 
performance possible; and which has not been published in either Musica 
Britannica or The Byrd Edition.' Any suspicion that the best music might already 
have been published in the first volume (it included the work of such 
composers as Robert White, Robert Parsons, Nicholas Strogers and Clement 
Woodcock) is dispelled by the inclusion here of Christopher Tye's complete 
consort works (superseding the unsatisfactory A-R edition) and some good 
music by, among others, Edward Blanks, James Harding and Leonard 
Woodson. Some pieces, notably fantasias by James Harding, Alfonso 
Ferrabosco I and Renaldo Paradiso, do not exist complete in consort form and 
have been recovered from lute or keyboard sources. 

As Professor Doe is aware, his two volumes with their 220-odd pieces do 
not complete the publication of surviving Elizabethan consort music. We 
know too little about the chronology of sixteenth-century consort music to be 
sure where the boundary should fall in most cases between the reigns of Mary 
and Elizabeth and Elizabeth and James I. He has included two In nomines by 
Thomas Weelkes (only born in the 1570s), arguing that they are `as likely to be 
Elizabethan as Jacobean', yet the fantasies of Jerome Bassano (four a5, one a6), 
earlier in style and by a composer a generation older, are omitted. Even odder 
is the inclusion of "Hugh Ashton's Maske", which is apparently by a composer 
who died in or around 1558, though it is good to have this curious ground-bass 
piece available in an authoritative modern edition; it became reconstructable 
only recently when a keyboard version was discovered in GB-Lbl Add. MS 
60577. 

It is also difficult to draw the line between genuine consort music and 
textless motets or contrapuntal exercises. Doe has included a number of 
manuscript two-part pieces that strike me as coming into the latter category 
(one, apparently by Alfonso Ferrabosco I, amusingly uses the same idea as the 
fugue in Handel's concerto grosso Op. 3/2), though he has left out the duos 
published in 1590 by Thomas Whythorne and in 1595 by Thomas Morley. 
Both sets appear to fulfil his criteria for inclusion, and Whythorne's is not 
readily available in a modern edition. There are also no dances in the new 
volume, though its predecessor contained a complete edition of the ones in the 
so-called 'Lumley Books' (GB-Lbl Royal Appendix MSS 74-6). This, we are 
told, is because of Warwick Edwards's discovery of the fifty-three five-part 
pavans at Kassel; a separate volume will eventually include them and the rest of 
the Elizabethan consort dances `not yet available in library editions'. 

[73] Now that the bulk of Elizabethan consort music is in print an obvious 
question poses itself: for what instruments was it written? Until Warwick 
Edwards published a paper on the subject in 1971 it was generally assumed 



that the repertory was intended for viols, like most consort music after 1600.3 
But Edwards pointed out that viols were not in general use among amateurs 
before the turn of the century and that there are indications in some sources 
that apparently instrumental music was sung to solmisation syllables. In 1977 
Paul Doe took the argument a stage further in a paper given to an Oxford 
conference.4 He accepted Edwards's point about the scarcity of viols in 
Elizabethan England but suggested that some of the repertory, at least, might 
have been written for wind instruments; he cited cases of parts apparently re-
written to fit their restricted ranges, treble parts that apparently lie too high 
for voice or viol (though arguments about ranges can easily be invalidated by 
the possibility of transposition) and pieces that by their style suggest the use 
of wind instruments. Ian Woodfield collected a good deal of new evidence 
for the use of the viol in Elizabethan England for his 1984 book, so, not 
surprisingly, he tended to favour viols once again; he pointed out that the 
heyday of the Elizabethan repertory coincided with a vogue for the use of the 
viol in choir schools and that many pieces contain a `distinct element of the 
didactic'. 5 

Reading through the two volumes one is struck by the diversity of their 
contents, in matters such as the range and layout of the parts as much as style 
and idiom; clearly, they were not written for any one class of ensemble or for 
a single performing situation. Doe makes this point in the introduction to 
Volume 1, but seems unwilling to accept that the key to solving the problem 
may therefore lie in investigating the circumstances of individual composers, 
not in devising all-encompassing theories for the entire repertory. Edward 
Blanks is a case in point. Doe says nothing about him, but it is surely 
significant that he was a London wait from 1582 to 1594, for five of his six 
three-part fantasias (nos. 119-23) are high-pitched and are suitable as they 
stand for two wind instruments in d' and one in g - say three recorders, three 
flutes or two cornetts and a sackbut. His one complete five-part fantasy (no. 
138) also suggests the use of wind instruments since it is short, uses restricted 
ranges, has places for the players to breathe and is attractively dance-like in 
style. John Baldwin's consort music, by contrast, represented here by the two-
part "In manus tuas, Domine" (no. 117), a three-part Browning (no. 124), the 
ground "Coockow as I me walked" (no. 125) and two In nomines (nos. 131, 
152), can perhaps be associated with his teaching activities (at Windsor?) and 
may be for voices rather than instruments; no. 124 even has a poem attached 
relating to the teaching of solmisation in its autograph source. Incidentally, it 
is a pity that the opportunity was not taken to publish the rest of Baldwin's 
textless music, since it is of some interest (two pieces are in quintuple time) 
and it is not noticeably less instrumental than the ones that have been 
chosen. 
Professor Doe devotes much of his introduction to making an elaborate and, 
[74] in my opinion, overcautious case for dating Tye's twenty In nomines to 
the earlier part of his career; one wonders, indeed, whether his caution has 

                                                           
3 W. Edwards: `The Performance of Ensemble Music in Elizabethan England', PKMA, 

xcvii (1970-71), 113-23 
4 P. Doe: `The Emergence of the In nomine: some Notes and Queries on the Work of 

Tudor Church Musicians', Modern Musical Scholarsbip (Stocksfield, 1978), 79-92 
5 I. Woodfield: The Early History of the Viol (Cambridge, 1984), 206-27 



something to do with the possibility that they might prove to be pre-
Elizabethan! He makes the point that Tye (b. c. 1505) was apparently at Court 
during the 1540s and 1550s, so it is possible that his In nomines should be 
associated either with Philip van Wilder's musicians in the Privy Chamber (who 
included at least one string player, Thomas Kent, apart from Philip himself and 
his brother Peter) or the Italian six-man string consort that arrived in 1540. 
Tye's In nomines, with their extended ranges (tenor and bass parts frequently 
descend below C and F respectively), certainly suggest viols rather than wind 
instruments; Edwards's general point about the scarcity of viols at the time 
may well be invalid in Tye's case, since all of his In nomines could have been 
written for a single court ensemble. As a body of work they are important in 
their own way as Dowland's Lachrimae pavans or Purcell's fantasias, and they 
should certainly be a cornerstone of the repertory of any self-respecting viol 
consort. 

As an editor Professor Doe approaches this instrumental repertory as an 
expert on vocal polyphony. He follows the practice of earlier volumes of 
Musica Britannica (and more recent editions of Tudor church music) in 
modernising the notation: only treble, tenor and bass clefs are used, modern 
time-signatures replace mensuration signs, note-values have been halved and 
accidentals are made to conform to modern practice. I suspect that viol players 
will find the last two changes the most irksome, since in fast-moving passages 
the result is often unnecessarily complex and members of the Society (as well 
as many other early music specialists) are by now well-used to dealing with 
music using a minim pulse. It is high time that the editors of Musica Britannica 
and other English scholarly series reviewed their policy on this issue, for most 
Renaissance music is now being edited in other countries with original note 
values. 

The modernising of accidentals is, to my mind, even more regrettable, for it 
can lead to the taste of the editor (displayed on the page) being more visible 
than that of the composer (hidden in algebraic formulae in the commentary). A 
case in point is the five-part fantasia by Blanks mentioned above. Following 
the practice of editors of Tudor church music, Doe suppresses a number of 
original F sharps in one or both of the sources, turning a significant number of 
D chords from major to minor. This, we are told, is because sources such as 
GB-Lbl Add. MS 31390 were copied by scribes who wished `to modernise 
music that was sounding increasingly archaic to younger Elizabethan musicians 
with a taste for current continental secular idioms'. However appropriate this 
might be for the church music by Taverner or Tye (and that has been disputed) 
it is surely not a valid reason for removing sharps from a lively late-Elizabethan 
instrumental piece written by a professional wind player; after all, Doe himself 
pointed out in his 1977 paper that there seems to be a connection in the In 
nomine repertory between wind players and a `profusion of major triads'. 
Again, American and Continental editors of sixteenth-century music are 
increasingly finding ways of [75] showing on the page what accidentals the 
original sources contain, and it is time English editors followed their lead. 

In sum, this is a notable addition to the available editions of English 
consort music. Let us hope that its contents will be made available in parts, 
and that we will not have to wait another ten years for the third volume. 
Perhaps the editors of Musica Britannica might also consider a volume of 



secular vocal and instrumental music from the 1530s, 40s and 50s; a 
composer as important and prolific as Philip van Wilder has yet to be 
properly assessed because so little of his music is in print. 

PETER HOLMAN 
 
 
 William Byrd: Six-Part Consort Music. Edited by George Hunter (Northwood 
Music WB-6), 1108 W. Stoughton, Urbana, Illinois, USA 61801. $14. 

George Hunter continues his excellent series of viol-consort music with 
this very welcome presentation of Byrd's six-part consorts in a most 
attractive format. A clearly laid-out and printed score is accompanied by 
separate parts of extreme legibility and without page-turns. Sturdy paper will 
withstand years of happy playing! 

In an excellent and concise introduction to the score, George Hunter 
describes the unique features of each of the three fantasias and of the pavan 
and galliard, and explains the accommodation in this edition to the treble, 
tenor and bass viols in common use today. The notational transcription of 
the pieces is also elucidated. The player is referred to Oliver Neighbour's 
writing for a more detailed study of the music. 

Following the score is a list and chart of sources (eleven in number!) and a 
most detailed commentary (by stave, bar and notation symbol) upon these 
sources. The last page of the score gives a very useful compass of parts for 
the six instruments in all the pieces. May these excellent Northwood Music 
publications continue! 

From the player's point of view, the white note values predominant in 
Fantasia No. 1 and common in the later works in six parts, while reassuring 
to the beginning consort player, are in fact misleading to players seeking an 
interpretation of Byrd's music based on the dance patterns (spanning two of 
the present bars in the Galliard, for example) and the harmonic rhythm in all 
the pieces. Both [76] the dance patterns and the harmonic rhythm require 
faster tempi here than the white notation would indicate, and George Hunter 
might perhaps consider Thurston Dart's practice of reducing note values upon 
occasion for modern players. 

Fantasia No. 1, so full of popular tunes in all the parts, could benefit from 
brackets in each part, showing where the tune-fragments occur, along with 
(perhaps) the words of the tunes, if known. Also in this fantasy, the player 
holding the part printed Treble II on the outside cover, finds that he is in fact 
playing Tenor III (or Bass) in this piece! An indication of such on the cover 
would avoid confusion in the distribution of parts to players. In the same 
piece, again, the Treble I player has an unfortunate line-up of three lines of 
nearly the same music in Sections IVa and IVb, causing some visual confusion 
when passing from one line to the next. 

In all of the pieces except the Galliard, occasional single triple bars in the 
surrounding content of duple bars should be signalled by a 6/2 at the 
beginning of the bar, alerting the player to the extra beats to come in that bar. 
Do the fermate in Fantasia No. 2 refer to 'end-of- section' in the sources 
instead of an actual prolongation of the notes? 

This player would like to indicate the great joy of playing this marvellous 
music, so full of joy and rhythm itself, from this very good and highly readable 



edition, to be obtained, like others of George Hunter's excellent editions, at a 
practical price for players today. 

HAZELLE MILORADOVITCH 

Thomas Lupo: Fantasias for three equal viols. (Northwood music TL-3, $4); 
Michael East: 8 Duos for two bass viols (Northwood Music ME-2, $5); Orlando 
Gibbons: 3-Part Fantasias (Northwood Music OG-3, $12.50). Edited by George 
Hunter. 

George Hunter has produced three more editions of consort music which 
are, as usual, practically and clearly laid out with attractive, plain covers. The 
Gibbons and Lupo three-part fantasias include both score and parts and the 
duets by East are in score for the two players to share. All include an 
Introduction and a clear textual commentary. 

The trios by Lupo use the rare combination of three equal instruments. 
There are two fantasias: one for three bass viols and one for three treble viols, 
also given in an arrangement for three tenors. Both pieces are already 
published in separate editions, but not the tenor-viol arrangement. The music 
is fairly clear to read, not difficult technically, and it is satisfying to play, 
bringing out some interesting tonal qualities with the closeness in range of the 
viols. 

Michael East's eight duos are given individual titles. Musically they are not 
very interesting and this is not helped by the fact that they are all in D minor 
and [77] rather similar in style. The editor uses bass clef throughout which 
may be helpful for some, but makes for unnecessarily clumsy leger lines. 

The Gibbons's fantasias of three parts are already available in editions by 
Nagel, Stainer and Bell and Musica Britannica, and this edition does not add 
much that the other publications lack. What would be useful, for those of us 
prepared to read unusual clefs, is a facsimile edition. Hunter prints a 
tantalising page of the 1620 edition in each part-book, unfortunately 
emphasising the awkwardness of his computer-'writing. In this music, 
particularly, the barlines are more hindrance than help as they tend to get 
mixed up in the middle of notes and interrupt the flow of the music. 

All three of these publications are clear, serviceable and especially suited 
to those who prefer the security of barlines and limited use of clefs. 
However, some may find the computer writing used in the Gibbons and East 
rather lacking in aesthetic value. 

SARAH GROSER 
 

Orazio Vecchi: Fantasia a4. Edited by George Hunter. Northwood Music 
OV-1. $4. 

George Hunter has become well known in the last few years for his 
editions of Byrd, Gibbons and other (perhaps lesser) composers of English 
viol-consort music. He is now branching out into `foreign' music which is so 
often ignored by viol players. 

This four-part fantasia is one of two instrumental works contained in 
Vecchi's vocal collection of 1590 and is well worth playing. Much Italian 
instrumental music seems to work best on wind instruments, but this piece is 



quite vocal in style (Mr. Hunter suggests that it might also have been sung) 
and suits the viol family well. 

Sadly perhaps we have seen the last of Mr. Hunter's more homely style 
editions, for the music (including alternative clefs for recorders) is printed by 
computer. While clarity is always guaranteed with computer programs, this 
one seems also to have cracked the more fundamental problems of spacing 
and sloping beams (features often lacking in less sophisticated ones) and 
there is left only a certain stiffness in the appearance of the music due to the 
rigid mathematical division of space where an engraver would have tempered 
it by eye. 

I found only one mistake: a minim rest missing in bar 21 of both the 
Tenor part and the score; but I find the editor's tempo suggestion perhaps a 
little fast - although this is probably better than plodding along too slowly. 

I look forward to the next edition - perhaps some more of that foreign 
stuff? 

ALISON CRUM 
 
[78] 
Tielman Susato: Het Derde Muyck Boexken (1551). Edited by Eugeen 
Schreurs and Martine Sanders. Musica Facsimile Alamire. £20. 

I am sure that most viol players would not consider sitting down to play 
through the old Schott editions of Susato, but Musica Alamire's edition of 
Het Derde Musyck Boexken, a collection of dances in four parts, is quite a 
different story. For that increasingly large group of players who want to 
play from facsimile, this edition, providing some very pleasant, simple 
music which sounds well on viols, is an excellent introduction. 

The upper parts all have unfamiliar clefs, but the bottom part is mostly 
in the bass clef which can either be useful for giving to the least 
experienced player or for providing a more reliable foundation for the 
guesswork going on above. The range of the parts varies quite considerably 
so that, although the superius part could be played on a treble throughout, 
the majority of pieces would sound best on a low consort using a tenor (or 
alto) on the top line. 

Like all of Musica Alamire's boxed sets, this one is beautifully produced, 
and, being stitch bound, should last quite well. My only criticism is that I 
find the slip cases rather weakly made and some have even been damaged 
on arrival. 

At £20 this edition is certainly not cheap, but it is a useful acquisition for 
budding facsimile readers. 

ALISON CRUM 

Buxtehude: Alto Cantatas & Sonatas. Allan Fast, Alto Solo; McGill 
Collegium Musicum directed by Mary Cyr. (McGill Records 750031-2). 

Dietrich Buxtehude (c. 1637-1707) is best known today as a composer of 
organ music and it is not always realised that he also left an impressive body 
of sacred music and chamber music. However, in a number of recordings, 
such groups as Musica Antiqua Koln, Trio Sonnerie, the Boston Museum 
Trio and the McGill University Chamber Singers and Collegium Musicum 



have begun to explore Buxtehude's sonatas and cantatas. The McGill 
Collegium Musicum's 1988 recording offers an attractive selection of four 
solo alto `cantatas' -Jubilate Domino (BuxWV 64), Wenn ich, Herr Jesu, habe 
dich (BuxWV 107), Jesu meine Freud and Lust (BuxWV 59) and Gestreuet mit 
Bluhmen (BuxWV 118) - and three sonatas (BuxWV 263, 267 and 265). 

For nearly forty years (1668-1707) Buxtehude was organist of the 
Marienkirche at Lubeck where it was his duty to play for the services on 
Sundays and feast days and also to provide music during the Communion. 
The church records indicate that singers and instrumentalists were paid to 
perform during the mass and it seems likely that the Jubilate Domino 
(BuxWV 64) for alto soloist, viola da gamba and basso continuo was one of 
the pieces used during the distribution of communion. The use of Latin-
texted music in Lutheran services [79] was not uncommon; even before 
Buxtehude had taken up his post at Lubeck the theologian Theophil 
Großgebauer (1627-61) had suggested a programme of reforms for the church 
and had written of his dislike of incomprehensible Latin texts, Italianate 
concertato music and virtuoso instrumental music. It seems that such pietistic 
reforms were unwelcome at the Marienkirche for Buxtehude's Jubilate Domino is 
one of his most Italianate and virtuoso works. It begins with an instrumental 
sonata for viola da gamba and basso continuo and continues with concertato-
style interchanges between the alto voice and the obbligato viola da gamba. 
Kerala J. Snyder, in her recent book on Buxtehude, has suggested that the 
piece may have been composed for the visit of an Italian castrato to the 
Marienkirche at Easter 1672 or possibly for a touring gamba virtuoso. The 
piece is certainly one of Buxtehude's most attractive works. 

It should perhaps be noted at this stage that - with the possible exception of 
Gestreuet mit Bluhmen - the vocal works on this recording would not have been 
called cantatas in the seventeenth century. In Buxtehude's time the term was 
reserved for secular vocal music and only in modern parlance has it been 
extended in use to include sacred music. Jubilate Domino should therefore 
properly be described as a concerto and the other vocal works as arias. Wenn 
ich, Herr Jesu, babe dich (BuxWV 107) - a strophic aria for alto, two violins and 
basso continuo - is a setting of a melancholy seven-stanza text by Anna Sophia, 
Countess of Hesse-Darmstadt. It is a credit to Buxtehude's musical invention 
that the seven-fold repetition of the simple instrumental ritornello and verse 
for voice and continuo does not pall. The aria Jesu meine Freud and Lust (BuxWV 
59) is a more elaborate through-composed setting, for alto solo, four-part 
string ensemble and basso continuo, of a text by the mystic poet Johann 
Scheffler (Johann Angelus Silesius, 1624-77). The final cantata on the disc, 
Gestreuet mit Bluhmen (BuxWV 118), was written for the wedding, in 1675, of 
Anna Margaretha Ritter, the daughter of the Lubeck burgomaster, to Achilles 
David Leopoldi, a prominent lawyer, and was published in an extravagant 
commemorative edition the same year. The piece is scored for four-part strings 
(including a violetta which is here interpreted to mean a second viola da 
gamba), bassoon and basso continuo and, like Wenn ich, Herr Jesu, babe dich, is 
strophic in form. 

Two of the sonatas on the disc - BuxWV 263 and 265 - were published in 
Buxtehude's VII Suonate i due... Op. 2 (Hamburg, 1696), and are scored for 
violin, viola da gamba and harpsichord. Occasionally real trio textures occur 



but more often than not the continuo line - the harpsichord bass - is merely a 
simplification of the viola da gamba part. Both these sonatas and the sonata for 
viola da gamba, violone and basso continuo (BuxWV 267) - preserved in a 
manuscript in the Duben collection in the university library in Uppsala, 
Sweden - are multi-sectional works which owe more to the virtuoso school of 
viol playing than they do to the Corelli trio sonata. 

The cantatas and sonatas demonstrate that Buxtehude was a skilled and 
imaginative composer of real worth and not merely an interesting precursor to 
[80] the great Johann Sebastian Bach. It is unfortunate, then, that the McGill 
Collegium Musicum does not do justice to the music. The performances are 
generally unimaginative and, although the alto soloist, Allan Fast, has a 
pleasant mellifluous voice, both the singing and the instrumental playing are 
constantly marred by poor intonation. The editing of the disc also leaves a lot 
to be desired: surely the extraordinary lapse in the penultimate bar of the 
Sonata Op. 2, No. 7 should not have been allowed to stand? (The gamba 
player appears to lose her way and ruins the final cadence.) Mary Cyr and the 
McGill Collegium Musicum must be commended for promoting the music of 
Buxtehude but the recorded results can only be described as disappointing. 

JONATHAN WAINWRIGHT 
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